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By Nick Clunn

By Joy Thompson

S ta ff Writer

Special to The Montclarion

Students may expect disruptions on
campus due to construction of a natural gas
pipeline as early as summer 2000.
The natural gas line is being proposed
to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commis
sion, FERC, by Transcontinental Gas Pipe
line Corporation, Transco, as part of an 18mile loop to be added to existing gas lines.
The Roseland Loop would run directly
through campus and its surrounding com
munities. Gas lines currently exist along a
right-of-way, designated as PSE&G’s, on
the campus. The pipeline would be made
of a 36-inch high-grade steel,1/2-3/4 inches
thick.
If the loop is approved by FERC in No
vember, disruptions would occur along cam
pus roads. Webster Road, Quarry Road,
Carlisle Road, and East and West Quarry
Ways would be affected by the construction.
It would also run 100 feet away from
Blanton Hall, causing safety issues for resi
dents, Vice-President of Business and Fi
nance, Patricia Hewitt said.

In reaction to the proposed Transco gas
line, Mike Kazimir, Vice President of the
Student Government Association raised stu
dent concerns surrounding environmental
problems and health risks.
“This [gas line] does not only cause dis
ruption and raise environmental concerns,
but also poses as a health risk,” Kazimir said.
“The proposal states a high pressure gas
line will run under our campus near two resi
dence halls, this is a hazard to around 1000
residents.”
Kazimir has been trying to inform more
students about the proposed line.
“The SGA helped set a table out during
homecoming to inform students and parents
of the line,” Kazimir said.
“The SGA also has plans to work with
the MSU Conservation Club to distribute
petitions,” Kazimir said.
The proposal for the Transco Gas Line
has raised a number of concerns about the
environment. Many environmental and
community groups have been working to
gether to help protect the areas of the pro
posed line.
The Transco Line does not only effect
the MSU community, but also several pro-

Plans for what could be the university’s
biggest concert ever might be cancelled if
concert agents do not accept the demands
from the administration.
“We are proceeding as if it is going to
happen, but i f we can’t reach an agreement
it will be canceled,” University Council
Valerie Van Baaren said.
Despite this possibility, about 1,000 tick
ets for the Oct. 27 MP3.com Music and
Technology Tour featuring headliners the
Goo Goo Dolls and Tonic will be sold at the
Memorial Auditorium Friday morning for
MSU students only.
The University Day festival is planned
to be held at Yogi Berra Stadium, which will
be the venue’s first concert.
According the MP3.com website, the
concert is going to happen. The MSU tour
stop even has its own web page with details
about the concert being held on campus.
But the administration could cancel the
event if concert agents do not eliminate a
prevision that gives performers the right not
to play if it rains or if the temperature drops
below 40 degrees.
As it stands now, the concert’s sponsors,
which includes the university, the SGA, and
Class One Concerts would lose about
$220,000 collectively if weather cancelled
the show. Van Baaran said.
The university plans to pay what the Stu
dent Government Association and Class One
Concerts can not cover, which is estimated
to be about $96,000, Class One Concert
President Julie Flemming said.
Leaving the weather clause in the con
tract would put a large amount of money in
the hands of mother nature.
“As administration, we have a judicial
duty to not put student tuition revenues at
risk for a concert,” Van Baaran said.
Class One Concerts and the SGA plan
to contribute $29,000 and $5,000 respec
tively.
Van Baaran said that she slashed at least
50 other “unacceptable previsions.” One re
quired that the concert’s sponsors provide a
sit-down dinner for 80 people with linen and
alcohol, while another asked for 15 towels
of a particular softness.
One agent, MP3.com, told Van Baaran
that they “understood” why the university
could not comply with certain items.
The two other agents, William Morris
and the Sosome Touring company have not
responded to the administration’s requests
faxed yesterday afternoon.
Van Baaran said she d id n 't know
whether or not it was usual for big name
acts to request such amenities since the uni
versity had never had a concert of this mag
nitude, but she said she had never encoun-
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H IP H IP HOORAY!: Allegra Cohen o f Delta Phi Epsilon, Homecoming
champs, celebrate with the brothers o f Theta X i Fraternity, Homecoming
champs fo r the third consecutive year, on Sprague Field, Saturday night.

See GAS LINE on p. 4

E nvironm ental C oncerns Prom pt Protest
By Elizabeth A. Hutchinson
Sta ff Writer

ELIZABETH A. HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION

SPEAK OU T: SGA Vice-President M ichael Kazim ir and Chris Massotto, President o f
the Conservation Club, create flyers to protest and give information to students about
the gasline that is scheduled to run through campus by the summer o f2000.
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R egion al N ews
MONTCLAIR- An estimated
30,000 people attended this year’s
“Celebrate Montclair” street fair
on Bloomfield Avenue last Satur
day. The festival included diverse
foods, musical performances, and
commercial vendors. Displays
ranging from artwork to entertain
ers, crowded the busy avenue. Sev
eral volunteers and businesses
helped support the celebration.
M O N T C L A IR - German
scholar and wife to former Sena
tor Bill Bradley, spoke at Mont
clair High School last Tuesday
night. Bradley’s presentation‘The
Holocaust and West German Lit
erature” was derived from her
book “The Language of Silence:

West German Literature and the
Holocaust.” She spoke about how
most texts on the Holocaust don’t
discuss the most important issues
of the topic. Bradley has taught
German for 35 years and at MSU
since 1971.
M ON TCLA IR- In celebra
tion of it’s 83 year anniversary,
Montclair’s NAACP will hold a
Freedom Fund D inner at the
Fairfield Radisson Hotel on Sun
day. Former Deputy mayor of
Montclair, John A. Griffith, will be
the master of ceremonies, and the
keynote speaker is scheduled to be
historian Lenworth Gunther, Ph.d.
The NAACP was formed on Feb.
12, 1909 by African-American

Scholar and activist W.E.B.
DuBois in conjuction with 59 other
black and white citizens.
M O N TC LA IR - First ward
councilman of Montclair Robert
Russo announced last week that he
wants to run either for a position
as councilman or mayor of Mont
clair. Russo informed the public
of his decision one week after
Mayor William Farlie told voters
at a Rotary Club Luncheon that he
was planning on running for reelection. The election is planned
to take place in May of 2000.

Compiled from The Montclair Times
by Christina Spatz

N ational N ews
M S U P o l ic e R eport
• 10-10 A former MSU student
was visiting a friend in the Clove
Road Apts. He and another female
friend were sleeping on the living
room sofa when an unknown male
walked in, picked up the couch
from one end and dropped it, caus
ing him and his friend to suffer
head, neck, and back pain. Vic
tims did not wish to pursue crimi
nal complaints.
• 10-10 A female left her pocketbook unattended while sj
to use the copy machine
Library. Upon her retur
covered her wallet waftn
possible suspect's desi
obtained. Her wallet
found by a jogger on V<
• 10-10 Officers
a fire alarm at Boh
arrival, they discov
room alarm was activ
dents smoking. The Clf
Dept, responded.
• 10-10 An officer responded
to a Bohn Hall report of possible
underage drinking. A Resident
Assistant tried to conceal a can of
beer, then empty the contents into
a sink. Accused was a guest of a
resident, and a criminal complaint
is pending.•
• 10-11 An Alumni House em
ployee reported that the Alumni
House sign was missing when she
reported for work.

• 10-11 Officers respond to a
fire alarm in Bohn Hall. Upon ar
rival, they determined a second
floor smoke detector was acti
vated. There were no signs of
smoke or fire, and the Clifton Fire
Dept, responded.
• 10-11 Female tripped and fell
in the Student Center lobby injur
ing her leg. Victim was trans
ported by am bulance to
Mountainside Hospital.
Officers respond to a
II report of a fight in
n arrival, both males
le. On Heating Plant
icer observed a male
£Scatfjwho was bleeding profromithe mouth. He stated
s'fttapked in Blanton Hall,
n ambulance was summoned.
only knew the
t name only. The vic
ed stitches inside his
uth and suffered a broken tooth.
Investigation continues.
• 10-12 Officers returned to the
police vehicle after responding to
a fight call in Blanton Hall. He
discovered the door frame dented.
• 10-12 Officers responded to
lot 19 on the report of dispute. A
male and his girlfriend were argu
ing. Upon arrival both agreed they
would talk things out in a quieter
manner.

F o r T h e R ecord
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that we have made a mistake in a story, please call
Editor-In-Chief, Justin Vellucci at (973)655-5230.

LOS ANGELES- Authorities
found NBA legend Wilt Chamberlain dead in his Los Angeles home
last Tuesday. A spokesmen from
the Los Angeles fire department
said that Chamberlain’s possible
cause of death appeared to be from
a heart attack. The professional
basketball player was 63 years old.
BOULDER- Following the
1996 m urder o f 6-year-old
JonBenet Ramsey, members of the
Colorado grand jury adjourned the
court case until Wednesday. The
panel consisting of eight women
and four men was first gathered 13
months ago. Since then, the Boul
der County district attorney has
compiled and presented 30,000

pieces of evidence and the testi
mony from several dozen wit
nesses. Oct. 20 is the final date
set for the jury to issue indict
ments, a report, or disband.
PLEA SA N TO N - A killing
Tuesday night left Three police of
ficers and one suspect murdered in
Texas. The fugitive committed the
crime when the officers tried to
place an arrest warrant on him for
a probation violation. Two offic
ers were wounded and it has not
been stated whether or not the sus
pect was killed by the officers or
if he committed suicide.
MONTGOMERY- Alabama
citizens voted against a lottery ref

erendum this week. Governor Don
Siegelman had been fighting to
pass the vote in order to have the
lottery help in educational funding.
Voters had originally sided with
the approval, but the final decision
came from the influence of church
groups who felt it would exploit
the poor. The votes resulted in 54
percent opposition and 46 percent
approval. Alabama will join Ar
kansas, Oklahoma, and North Da
kota as states rejecting the lotter
ies at the ballot box.

Compiled from NYTimes.com by
Christina Spatz

I nternational N ews
ACALAMA- Mexican sol
diers reported 170 villagers were
allegedly killed in a mudslide last
Thursday. A deforested ridge had
collapsed onto the village, and the
soldiers arrived at the scene on
Sunday. The possible cause for the
mudslide was said to have been
from residents having cleared
nearby forests on the 500-foot hill,
in order to plant corn crops.
STO CK H O LM - EgyptianAmerican scientist Ahmed H.
Zewail won the Chemistry Nobel
Prize in Chemistry, on Tuesday, in
Sweden. He proved that a rapid
laser can record the movement of
atoms in a molecule during a
chemical reaction. It was also the

discovery of the world’s fastest
camera.
BEIJING- The Chinese gov
ernment arrested six major mem
bers, including leader Xu Ying
Quan, of the banned meditation
group Falun Gong on Tuesday.
The government accused the group
of being threatening towards so
cial stability and controlling of the
communist party. A past gather
ing of 10,000 protestors around the
Communist party’s central head
quarters caused the group to be
banned in July.
PRETORIA - South African
Judge Willie Hartzenberg dis
missed six murder conspiracy

charges against Dr. Wauter Basson,
also dubbed by members of the
media as “Dr. Death.” Basson was
accused of the poison deaths of
more than 200 of South Africa’s
former white rulers. He injected
muscle relaxants into the victims’
bodies, causing them to suffocate
and killed others by using poison
tainted beers. Basson faced 67
charges that included large-scale
fraud, drug possession and dealing,
and murder, all of which may be
appealed by prosecuters on Oct.
25.

Compiled from NYTtmes.com and
cnn.com by Christina Spatz
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M akeshift Am bulance Squad

AFT C ontract Approved;

Drives M ale to H ospital

Effective July 2000

3

Police assist lone EM T in emergency medical situation

\M E R IC 4 N
D E R A T IO N O F
TEACHERS
^

“He really should have been in the hos
pital the day before,” Barbosa said.
Staff Writer
Barbosa wanted to take the man to the
hospital himself, but he had to stay with the
A man complaining of severe abdomi patient in the back of the truck. A volun
nal pain at Clove Road was
teer was needed to
taken to the hospital on Oct.
drive the ambulance.
3 by a makeshift ambulance
r ^*~~~**
Lt. Paul Cell of Univer
crew.
“We show up at the
sity Police quickly
Lt. Josue Barbosa of the
scene and make sure stepped forward and
MSU EMS squad arrived on
offered to drive the am
the scene soon after the call
the patient is stable
bulance.
was placed. Upon arriving at
The man was taken
until another
the scene, Barbosa realized
to Mountainside Hos
the man needed to be taken to
ambulance arrives.
pital and stabilized, and
the hospital immediately.
he is currently on his
“It was an emergency situ
way to recovery.
Lt. Josue Barbosa,
ation, we needed to act fast,”
It was due to an un
MSU EMS
Phillip Calitre, Director of
likely chain of events
University Police, said.
that the MSU squad
Calitre was also at the ------------was understaffed in the
scene.
first place. One squad
Barbosa was the only
member was out sick,
EMT on the scene because the MSU squad and another was in the hospital with a new
was understaffed and in first response mode, bom child.
which means that Calitre’s job was to stabi
“If you can’t get a full crew, we go into
lize the patient and wait at the scene until a a modified response status called a first re
fully staffed ambulance could arrive and sponder,” Barbosa said. It’s quite common
transport the patient to a hospital.
actually. We show up at the scene and make
After being told by the Montclair Vol sure the patient is stable until another am
unteer Ambulance Unit that it would be an bulance with a full crew can show up.”
hour until they could arrive due to a rash of
“Someone needs help and that’s what
emergencies, Barbosa decided to act.
were here for,” Barbosa said.
By P a n L om bardi
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- Catherine Becker, President of AFT
Local 1904

By Gema de las Heras

o n a s c a le o f z e ro lo 10.

Sta ff Writer

The American Federation of Teachers
ratified their tentative contract by a 90 per
cent approval vote on Friday. As a result,
the four-year retroactive contract will be in
effect in July 2000.
After a statewide voting in which all
public universities and colleges except
Rutgers participated, 1,398 of the votes sup
ported the contract while only 127 opposed
it.
Dr. Catherine Becker, President of AFT
Local 1904, considered the contract a six

The new contract provides a 14.5 per
cent across-the-board salary increase over
four years. The initial 2.5 percent salary
increase in Fiscal Year 1999 will be fol
lowed by an additional 1 percent increase
every year.
The contract provides for increases in
overload compensation, alterations in health
benefits, and the formation of a committee
on the intellectual rights of professors.
The new contract comes after almost a
year since the union began negotiations for
See C O N T R A C T on p. 5
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ASK ABOUT OUR 10/10 CLUB DISCOUNT!

GUT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
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Let us show you how!
Visit us in the student center during one of our lohhy days on
Oct. 13th. Nov, 1 0 th & Dec. I*.
Be sure to attend one of our “Budgeting Seminars” on Oct. 20th
Times: 10:30-11:30,11:30-12:30,12:30-1:30
in the Student Center room #419.
We have Products and Services that help you save money
Share (Saving) Accounts

Share Draft (Checking) Account«

Great rate Share Savings Account

A different kind of Salon

NOAPPT.
NECESSARY!

Remember North Jersey FCU can help!

Mon. To FH. 9 To 9, Sot. 9 To 9, Sun. 9 To 3

973-338-3131

(IN FRONT OF BROOKDALE SHOPRTTE)

Broad Street • Bloomfield, N.J. 07003

Free Basic checking

Holklav'VucaLion Clubs

(no minimum balance requirements)

Term Share Certificates (CD’s)
Money Market (IRA)_______

Free Overdraft Protection
Checking Plus

Miscellaneous
•
•

Free Low rate Credit Cards'1
MAC ATM Card

•

New & Used Car Buying Services

•
•

Disney Discount Card
18 to 29 club

Louas
Secured & Unsecured
Student Loans
New & Used Car Loans
24-Hour Loan By Photic

Kftn-nsc fee

As a student or employee, here at Montclair Suite University, you and your Family are eligible
for the benefits and services o f North Jersey Federal Union. If you are interested in taking
advantage of this FREE valuable benefit slop by or call the Credit Union at 973-785-9200, just
ask for Jacqueline Pepe ft} x. 382 to get more details on how to become a member and take
advantage of our valuable services.

1
Visit our web site til. www.njfcu.org
or L-mail us at irlVi@njfcu.org
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Gas L ine

market need for the pipeline, said STOP
chairm an Joe R eilly, also M ayor o f
Chatham.
In a letter to FERC, Reilly said, “The
C O N T IN U E D FRO M P. 1
exact location and characteristics of this new
“Cutting across roads is a big concern,” market are not known.” The chairman also
Hewitt said. “If we had a choice, we would says he does not “know any elected offi
choose no pipeline.” •
cials who don’t oppose” the project pro
MSU has been opposing the proposed posal.
project, known as MarketLink Expansion
FERC heard the testimony concerning
Project.
the proposed loops at a public hearing in
In a letter dated Aug. 30 to FERC Sec Washington, D.C. on Sept. 29. Congress
retary, David P. Boerges, MSU President Su man Bill Pascrell, Jr. (D-NJ) attended the
san Cole wrote, “we are concerned about hearing as a representative of his congres
the safety of all that use the campus during sional district, which includes many of the
the construction phase, as well as the long towns within the Roseland Loop.
term threat that could accompany the op
“Natural gas companies are required to
eration of the pipeline.”
obtain a certificate of ‘public convenience
Governor Whitman is already aware of and necessity’ before moving forward,”
our position, and MSU is in the process of Pascrell said.
making the federal government aware. Cole
Included in this is the showing of mar
said.
ket demand. To meet this standard, binding
If FERC approves the pipeline, Transco agreements must be made with the company
would try to limit these disruptions, Chris and its affiliates or customers.
topher Stockton, spokesperson for Transco,
Pascrell said Transco’s documentation
said.
of need is “nothing more than ‘letters of inThe construction would “definitely oc tent’-with opportunities for even the affili
cur in the summer,” and Transco would be ates to opt-out, and then claim they have
“working as closely as we can with the uni shown ‘true demand.’”
versity to work our schedule around the
Transco spokesman Chris Stockton says
university schedule,” Stockton said. Con the need for the pipeline is apparent because
struction on campus is" expected to last two their existing lines are already running at
weeks.
full capacity.
MSU administrators oppose the project,
“What’s driving this project is new de
and are following the lead of the Governor mand and new growth,” Stockton said.
by questioning the need of the pipeline,
Transco has agreements with some natu
Hewitt said. The SGA and Conservation ral gas marketers, who have designated 90
Club have also joined in opposition to the percent of the gas in the line to be delivered
pipeline, citing safety concerns and the in to New York. Along the route, the market
convenience of construction. Vice President ers can sell gas to companies in the proposed
of the SGA, Michael Kazimir said, they are loops, so “most of the gas will probably end
“still in the preliminary stages” of planning up in New Jersey,” Stockton said.
their protest.
The benefits from the proposed
“There’ll be a rally, there’ll be a num MarketLink Project include 2200 new jobs
ber of discussion groups, also a campus wide in New Jersey. Another benefit would be
campaign against it,” Kazimir said.
the increase in the Ad valorum tax the coun
Hewitt is planning on going to an Oct. ties receive from Transco. If FERC ap
23 rally in Chatham as part of the Red Rib proves MarketLink, it would “increase the
bon Campaign. A coalition o f municipali tax base that Transco pays the counties by
ties, organizations, and individuals, known $3.5 million,” Stockton said. “Right now,
as STOP, are preparing for the campaign. our Ad valorum tax is at $5 million.”
Kazimir hopes to have a Red Ribbon Cam
Because there would be more capacity
paign, where ribbons are tied along the pro in the additional line, there would be less
posed Roseland loop, at the same time as brown-outs in the summer, said Stockton.
STOP’S.
STOP and other opponents have con
STOP is opposed to the MarketLink cerns that the loop would decrease property
Project because Transco has not proven a value. Stockton said there would have “no

ELIZABETH A HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION

M AD M O M : Parents o f M SU students, like M arjorie Bocumann a t a STO P meeting
last night, protest the new pipeline that w ill run through campus.
affect on property values” because it would
“minimize impact by maximizing these
utilities corridors, and not putting a pipe
line where we don’t have one already.” 95
percent of the loops would run through ex
isting easements or rights-of-way, said the
spokesman.
The M arketLink Expansion Project
would cost an estimated $500 million, said
Stockton.
PSE&G does not publicly oppose the

project, but they remain neutral at this time.
They are not a supporter because they see
“no transportation or capacity problem now
or in the near future,” said spokeswoman
Kathleen Ellis. They do not oppose it be
cause demand for natural gas may increase
in the future.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Com
mission could not be reached for comment
as of late Wednesday.

M edical Coverage fo r H om osexual Partners Concerns F aculty
By Karen Clarke______________
Staff Writer
ay and lesbian issues have
been of great concern to
faculty, adm inistration
and many students in the campus
community.
The Spectrum Organization,
formerly known as The Pride Or
ganization, and National Coming
Out Week have brought these is
sues to the forefront.
This past Monday was Na
tional Coming Out Day, which was
designed to celebrate National
Coming Out Week. The Flag rais
ing during this event at noon was
in celebration for the national
acknowledgement of gay and les
bian visibility. President Susan
Cole, Patricia Hewitt; Vice Presi
dent of Business and Finance,
Carla Peteveich; Professor in So
cial Science, and Dr. Maughn Gre
gory in Education Professions as
well as other activists spoke the
commemoration.
Throughout the week there
were many events such as freedom
of Expression vs. Freedom from
Hostility on Campus, a panel dis
cussion on free speech and other
delicate issues. Love Makes a
Family; a panel on gay and lesbian

G

families which is in correlation
with a art exhibit running all week,
and a play reading called “Allow
ing Me To Be Me” by Justin G.
Lloyd on Oct. 19 in Dickson Hall
room 178.
Although the campus commu
nity is being well educated and
informed about the various gay is
sues, the administration is going
through a phase of turbulence.
One great issue of concern to
campus faculty and administration
has been the inability for gay em
ployed faculty to receive medical
and health benefits for their signifi
cant others.
Some staff members and fac
ulty feel that the state is blatantly
contradicting a newly instated
foundation that they have laid out
in regards to the non-discrimina
tion law stating “we don’t dis
criminate on the basis of sexual
orientation.”
Gregory feels that the state
isn’t standing up to their word of
on-discrimination. He is an activ
ist for gay rights and equality and
feels that common law relation
ships should be recognized not
only on a local level but also na
tionally. He feels that New Jersey
is one of the most pro-active states
when it comes to gaining equality

for their residents and they need about the levels o f equality that has been in discussion with the
to continue to support them uncon need to be recognized on campus. Union, President Cole and several
ditionally.
She also said that with the re Vice Presidents here to get this
He is also very concerned establishment of Spectrum it’s subtly manipulative law changed.
about medical benefits for himself important to have an organization
“Benefits are becoming more
and his family. Being in a com you can relate to. This is a resource important than salary,” Patricia
mon law homosexual relationship, for gays and it is great that they Hewitt Vice President of Business
he is not allowed the option of re can find this comfort on campus, and Finance said. “I think the state
ceiving benefits for his partner or she said.
needs to wake up." Other schools
child and if something vital were
Although the campus commu are more competitive and we’ll
to occur, the costs could be infi nity has been quite supportive she lose talented professorial prospects
nite.
feels that there is still a great in if we don’t have the opportunity
This organization is geared to justice in our community because to have equal rights on campus, she
not only supporting the gay and “other people have the right to pe said.
lesbian community on campus but, nalize personal decisions.”
International conservative
Hewwit is also concerned with companies like IBM recognize
to communicatively educate cam
discrimination on campus. She is common law marriages and their
pus members about themselves.
“Generally, there’s a lot of ho not only getting paid less than employees can receive these ben
mophobia on campus...m ainly other male counterparts, but she efits nationally and it’s a good
with the undergrads” but with the isn’t allowed to access certain thing that these benefits can be re
various programming that has monies that should be allotted to ceived, Hewitt said.
been developed over the past few all families and people across the
Judy Haines Vice President of
Human Resources is having a task
years I have definitely noticed im nation.
A recent survey conducted by force meeting with G.L.I.F.S.A,
provement, Gregory said.
“There has been more visibil the Committee on Benefits for in hopes of changing this policy.
ity and familiarity” and that’s im Non-Traditional Families showed There are many legal issues to
portant to students that want to that 86 percent of faculty, staff and overcome so as this is all still in
feel welcomed and safe on cam administration felt that non-tradi- the preliminary stages this is a
tional families, including hetero battle that we hope to one day
pus, he stresses.
Peteveich was one o f the sexuals in common law marriages overcome.
Diversity is a strength not a
speakers at National Coming Out should be entitled to all benefits.
Presently, medical benefits are weakness and that is where MSU
Day and expressed her concerns of
“tolerance and welcoming.” She only being offered to lawfully rec can take advantage, Hewitt said.
feels that the university adminis ognizable marriages in this state,
tration needs to be more explicit and the A.D.H.O.C, Committee
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C ontract

C U LTU R A L E X C H A N G E

C O N T IN U E D FROM P. 3
a successor contract and four months since
the pre-existing contract expired on June 30,
1999.
After rejecting a “totally unacceptable
offer from the state, this contract is the first
real offer from the state,” Becker said.
The contract is also the state’s response
to the AFT’s threat of a strike, Becker said.
“It was the threat of strike that prompted
a response from the state. Nevertheless, we
are happy to have been able to solve this
without a strike,” she said.
In spite of its successes, the AFT con
tinues to work on problematic details of the
contract as well as further negotiation at the
local level. Anyone wishing to read the new
contract can do so on-line by visiting
www.aftlocal1904.org/menupage.htm.

C oncert
C O N T IN U E D FROM P. 1

MICHAEL KAZIMIR/ STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

TO K EN O F APPREC IA TIO N : Cen Jianjun o f the Chinese Education Consul, and M SU President Susan Cole met
in Sprague Library on Friday afternoon where they presented gifts and discussed the university’s relations w ith China.

tered these types of costs for past campus
performances.
Tickets will go on sale at the auditorium
at 10:30 a.m. and will cost $20 each with an
MSU ID card. Only two tickets can be pur
chased with each ID.
The remaining 4,700 tickets will go on
sale sometime next week for $30 each. The
SGA has not decided whether Téléchargé or
Ticketmaster will distribute the tickets.
Each ticket will also allow concert-goers
into the MP3.com Village which will fea
ture concessions, various exhibits and other
merchants.
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INTRHMURHL 5PORT5 SIGN-UPS

VOLLEYBALL

WIFFLEBALL

R E G IS T R A T IO N : O C T O B E R 18 - O C T O B E R 22
PICK UP REGISTRATION FORMS IN THE COMMUTER LOUNGE
ANY QUESTIONS?:
C A L L T H E MSU C AM PUS R E C R E A TIO N O F F IC E @973-655-7443
COMING SOON...BASKETBALL & WATER POLO SIGN-UPS FOR SPRING 2000
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Continuing Education
Offers Health Programs
said.
The following classes are currently of
fered: Medical billing/coding, Physical
S ta ff Writer
Therapy Aide, Opthmalmic Assistant, and
A series of allied health care programs Pharmacutical Technician.
are being offered by MSU’s Center for Con
Students learn the skills to solve insur
tinuing Education, in partnership with Con ance billing problems and procedures, and
densed Curriculum International, to those learn the basic claims process for medical
interested in various medical fields. There insurance, in Medical billing/coding, for
are four classes being offered this semester, $849.
and the eight to 12 week classes began on
The Ophthalmic Assistant course offers
students an introduction to ophthalmic
Sept. 25.
This program offers opportunity for medical assisting, anatomy and physiology
people who do not have the time to attend of the eye. The fee is $849.
four year colleges. Recently divorced
The Physical Therapy aide course
women or women without college experi teaches entry-level clinical and administra
ence, as well as men, who have families tive skills, for $999.
The Pharmaceutical technician course
greatly benefit from this program because
the classes are offered either twice a week teaches medical terminology specific to the
at night or a few hours on Saturday, Amy pharmacy and prepare students to work at
Kemtz, assistant director of the Center for hospital or community pharmacies.
Students also receive job placement as
Continuing Education, said.
Adult students do not have to spend too sistance through partner Condensed Cur
much time away from their families while riculum International which helps with pre
receiving a quality education that can lead paring students with interview processes.
them into a health field, that, upon comple
Recent graduates of this program have
begun their own business. Some have con
tion, can help them earn a good living.
“There is a great demand for their skill,” tracted their services to hospitals and doc
tors and are now living comfortably, Kemtz
Kmetz said.
Kmetz said she is very proud of this pro said.
gram because of the numerous opportuni
The first and foremost goal of this pro
ties it offers a variety of people. The enroll gram is to “offer the opportunity to broaden
ment includes adults who want to begin a the community that we serve... The program
career or change their career, and recent high provides opportunity for career preparation
school graduates who see this program as and a low-cost, short term opportunity for
people to enter a career in any number of
an alternative to a four-year college.
This program is also beneficial to many areas,” Kmetz said.
Students interested in future health care
high school students who see it as a “good
prerequisite for college where they can pur classes or with questions about the program
sue a greater profession in health,” Kmetz should call 973-655-4353.
By Yasetnin Tuncay

GARBAGE pickup
Tuesdays &
..
Thursdays.

If you're buying overpackaged or throwaway products, you're essentially
buying trash. That means some of what's on your shopping list wastes
energy, wastes natural resources and even increases pollution. So the next
time you’re in the store, look for less packaging, and choose stuff that's
refillable and reusable. What's in your cart could make a world of difference.
For a free shopping guide, please call 1 800 CALL-EDF.

FUND 1

V l

www.edf.org

Coined

Sales Associates
Customer Service Reps
6th Ave. Electronics City, a successful chain of electronics stores,
has sales and customer service positions that are perfect for
bright, reliable and aggressive college students:

Flexible schedules
Good starting pay
Product discounts (after 60 days)
These openings are available a t the following locations:

W. Long Branch- Monmouth Consumer Ctr., Rt. 36 West
East Brunswick- 545 Rt. 18 South
Livingston- 577 Rt. 10 East
Paramus- 331 Rt. 4 West
Springfield- 22 Rt. 22 West
If you are interested in any of these opportunities, call Mark Bern
stein at 973-467-3905, ext. 245. You can send your resume via fax,
973-258-0266 or mail to 22 Route 22 West, Springfield, NJ 07081.
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H om ecom ing W eek Filled W ith C om petition And Fun
By Liz Hutchinson and Kristen Anderson
Staff Writer and Assistant Feature Editor

he theme of MSU’s homecoming this
year, “Blast from the Past,” was
uniquely presented by the floats and
performances of the various participating
clubs.
Many Student Government organiza
tions delivered outstanding performances
including various choreographed dance rou
tines with matching outfits. Some also built
floats dance platforms, tornadoes and even
shuttles that opened up into an imaginary
outer space. Following tradition, a number
of organizations partnered and worked on
their performances together.
The parade route this year was a
ferent than that of years past. This
route went right through Upper Montclair,
involving the town at large.
T heta Xi and D elta Phi E psilon’s
theme was “Man on the Moon.” Part of their
performance was a reenactment of Neil
Armstrong’s historical first step on the
moon. They opened with “2001 Space
Oddessy,” but quickly picked up the pace
as they broke into a vibrant dance from
Three Dog Night’s “Joy to the World.” The
conclusion of the performance included a
futuristic rendition of the Beastie Boy’s
songs “Intergalactic.” The .finale involved
all participants, for which they combined to
form a human American Flag.
Another performance was acted out in
Sigma Sigm a Sigm a and Tau K appa
Epsilon’s tribute to the movies with their
version of The Wizard ofO z. Dorothy (with
Toto), Tin Man, the Lion and the Scarecrow,
as well as the lollipop kids and munchkins,
were all represented. The climax at the end
of the tribute baffled the onlookers when
their version of the Wicked Witch of the
West came flaying out on a bike and melted
before the crowd’s eyes. How’d they do it?
Sigma Delta Tau and Phi K appa Al
pha, like the underlying theme of Theta Xi
and Delta Phi Epsilon’s act, kept things pa
triotic. Dressed in authentic military garb,
they marched to the tune of “Sweet Home
Alabama” among other patriotic tunes, giv
ing a tribute to the Vietnam War. It ended
with the epiphany of symbolized patriotism
when members asked the crowd to stand and
salute the U.S. flag while an anthem played.
LASO (Latin American Student O r
ganization) kept with the historical aspect
throughout their display of Latin American
traditions by dressing up to represent fa
mous events in Latin American History.
OSAU (Organization of Students for
African Unity) participated this year with
the theme of “Back to Africa.” They danced
a traditional African dance including kente
cloth costumes.
Delta Xi Delta and Alpha Iota Chi,
paired together for the second year in a row,
used the “Book of Love” for their theme.
Taken straight from Hollywood, the partici
pants were dressed in matching skirts and
pastel colored shirts to keep with the “Blast
from the Past” theme. Their float consisted
of a large wooden book and decorativd bal
loons.
Tau Phi Beta (BULLS) and Theta
Kappa Chi gave tribute to the 50’s, danc
ing to songs from Grease and various tracks
like the famous “Rock Around the Clock.”
They wore stereotypical attire from the de
cade—girls dressed in poodle skirts, guys
in blue jeans and white T-shirts. The kick
line in the end added a sense of the future to
their performance.
Phi Sigma Sigma and Iota Phi Theta
danced to the tunes of American Bandstand,
a dance show that ruled the television for
decades. Their float was a rendition of the
stage, with platforms for dancers and all.
Both danced to many songs from the time

T

JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

A couple cozies up to watch American Pie on a couch in the Student Center Q uad last Thursday night.
period and then came out with a party walk
and a step dance for the finale.
Sigma Delta Phi and Delta Chi por
trayed Hollywood through the movies.
Members imitated Charlie Chaplin, a silent
movie comedian, and even added in excerpts
from Footloose. Dressed in rain gear and
umbrellas the boys went “Singing in the
Rain.” Their float was the Hollywood moun
tain on a much smaller scale.
Players and Theta Alpha Phi also put
on a performance during this years Home
coming. Another class-one organization, the
group decided to dance to tunes of the last
60 years of Players. The many plays in
cluded Grease, Hair and Little Shop o f Hor
rors.
Another event was the King and Queen
pageant. This event brought out a variety of
talents including poetry reading, dancing
and singing. On the more creative side, some
candidates opted for root beer pong, a star
ing contest and even marriage proposals.
Other events that happened during the
week included movie night. C.L.U.B. pre
sented American Pie and Varsity Blues.
Despite the freezing cold conditions, dedi
cated fans still came out to view the free
movie in the Student Center Quad.
A bonfire was also held for the first time
in years. Out in the parking lots by the base
ball stadium was the place where the King
and Queen top five finalists were an
nounced.
After the parade, a barbecue was held
for all students and parents who wished to
attend. Although the beginning estimate of
attendees was 250, this soon changed when
over 600 people showed up. Hamburgers,
hot dogs and other traditional food was
served and an award was given out to the
organization with the most attendees.
This year’s Homecoming was said to be
the best of'the last few years. The hope of
the university is that it only keeps getting
better. Brett Klein, homecoming chair ,
agreed that this year “was outstanding and
would like to thank Stephanie Perry, assis
tant chair, Carolyn Mauer, President of
CLUB, Players and all the administrative
offices that helped in Homecoming.”

HOMECOMING 1999
King and Queen: Porfirio Garcia & Lesia Dmyterko
1st Runner Up: Rob Defalco & Latasha Casterlow
2nd Runner Up: John Frusciarne & Mary Ocarilo
3rd Runner lJp:;TJ Espósi
m m iK r U B ^ a ro íM d »
y a
&
X
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ian Jackson
Misty Wiah
\
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X
igma Delta Tau
and Delta Phi Epsilon
Best Perform ance: Tau Kappa Epsilon and Sigma
Sigma Sigma
M ost Original: Pi Kappa Alpha and Sigma Delta Tau
M ost Enthusiastic: Theta Xi and Delta Phi Epsilon
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New Discovery Heightens
Breast Cancer Awareness

Breast Self-Exam
Examine yourself once a month, the same time each month and report anything
unusual to a physican

In the shower.

In the mirror.

By Florence Roggeman

how one’s risk of death from breast cancer
compares
to that of Others.
Staff Writer
A negative test result does not, in any
reast cancer continues to be a vital way, insure that a person will not contract
issue affecting millions of women the disease, especially because it is not
of all ages in this country. Statis known if BRCAI and BRCA2 are the only
genes which affect breast cancer risk.
tics compiled by Johns Hopkins University
A positive test can only show a predis
in 1998 reported that breast cancer was the
cause of the most cancer deaths in women position and lead a carrier to seriously con
sider experimental preemptive options. In
aged 40-55.
Every three minutes, a woman is diag fact, only about 5 percent of diagnosed
nosed with breast cancer. Every 11 min breast cancers are believed to be inherited;
utes, a woman dies of breast cancer. Though the remaining 95 percent are of unknown,
the disease typically affects women later in nonhereditary causes.
The most commonly practiced strategy
life, there are preventative measures that
women of all ages can take to reduce their is risk avoidance. One may select to begin
screening for cancer earlier in life and/or
risks of developing the disease.
In the press, there has been a great deal receive screening more frequently. Com
of attention given to the recent discovery of mon screening techniques include
“breast cancer genes.” In 1994, BRCA1 mammograms, breast exams by a doctor and
(Breast Cancer gene 1) and BRCA2 (Breast monthly breast self-exams.
Chemoprevention entails the usage of
Cancer gene 2) were identified as suscepti
bility genes for both breast and ovarian can drugs to prevent breast cancer. Most popu
cer.
lar amongst this new class of drugs is
When functioning normally, BRCA1 Tamoxifen, reported to reduce the risk of
and BRCA2 are believed to guard against breast cancer by 45 percent in “high risk”
the development of tumors by repairing women. However, thorough tests of anti
damage to cellular DNA. When mutated, cancer drugs have not been completed and
BRC1 may increase a person’s risk of de serious side effects have been documented.
veloping breast, ovarian, colon and prostate In addition, the medications may lose their
cancers, while a mutation in BRC2 may in effectiveness over time and ultimately con
crease the risk for these and other cancers tribute to the promotion of various types of
cancers.
as well.
The most drastic of preventative mea
Regardless of the impression created by
the marketers of genetic testing, a breast sures are prophylactic mastectomy (the sur
cancer risk test cannot draw any definitive gical removal of the breasts) and oophorec
conclusions. While finding a BRCAI or tomy (removal of both ovaries). While the
BRCA2 gene mutation can indicate an in effectiveness of this procedure is not uni
creased risk of getting cancer, it cannot in versally accepted, one published figure
dicate if or when cancer will develop, how maintains that prophylactic mastectomy
aggressively the disease may progress, or may reduce breast cancer development by

B

Raise one arm.
With fingers
flat, touch every
part of each
breast, gently
feeling fo ra
lump or
thickening. Use
your right hand
to examine your left breast, your left
hand for your right breast.

With arms at your
sides, then raised
above your head,
look carefully for
changes in the
size, shape and
contour of each
breast. Look for
puckering, dimpling, or changes in
skin texture. Gently squeeze both
nipples and look for discharge.

Lying down.
Place a towel or pillow under your right shoulder
and your right hand behind your head. Examine
your right breast with your left hand. Fingers flat,
press gently in small circles, starting at the
outermost top edge of your breast and spiraling in
towards the nipple. Examine every part of the breast. Repeat with the left breast.
With your arm resting on a firm surface, use the circular motion to examine the
underarm area.
“This self-exam is not a substitute for periodic examinations by a qualified physican."
COURTESY OF CLIFTON MEDICAL IMAGING CENTER

I*
90 percent and breast cancer mortality by
80 percent. Prophylactic oophorectomy may
also be effective in preventing breast can
cer, but the resulting deprivation of certain
hormones is believed to be responsible for
the development of more life threatening
conditions. Because it is impossible to re
move all of the breast or ovarian tissue, some
woman who undergo this radical procedure
later develop cancer in the tissue not re
moved.
Behaviors believed to reduce cancer

risk include refraining from alcohol and
increasing exercise levels. Women, no
matter what age, can start protecting them
selves against the disease now by exer
cising regularly (at least three times a
week), eating a healthy diet, and quiting
smoking to ward off their chances of be
ing diagnosed later in life. Other options
include increased surveillance (frequent
screening tests), chemoprevention and
prophylactic (preventive) surgery.

Fea t u r e
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N ational Coming O ut Day
Promotes Lifestyle Acceptance
By Heather Ossandon__________________
Staff Writer

ational Coming Out Day was Oct.
11. This was one day set aside to
support human rights while learn
ing about gay, lesbian, bisexual and trans
sexual visibility. Although many think that
it is just a “gay and lesbian day,” it stems
much deeper than that. It is a day of aware
ness, education and understanding of each
other.
This year is especially important because
it marks the one-year anniversary of the
death of Matthew Shepard, a 21-year-old
Wyoming University student who was bru
tally beaten to death simply because of his
sexual preference.
His murder is not the only case of deaths
related to sexual orientation; it signifies an
epidemic of hate crimes across the nation
which is why this day is crucial to all of the
population: gay, lesbian, straight, trans
sexual or bisexual.
At noon on Monday, the Gay and Les
bian flag was raised and will remain in front
of the Student Center for one week to cel
ebrate National Coming Out Week. Aware
ness and education are crucial in the fight
against hatred.
National Coming Out Day is especially
crucial in bringing this issue to the forefront
and letting people know that it is not just
about gay and lesbian rights; it’s about the
rights of the individual. Here at MSU many
people have gone through the trouble to pro
vide adequate facilities for those in need of

N

counseling or just a safe place to be.
This university has GLFSA (the Gay and
Lesbian Faculty and Staff Association), and
PRIDE, two organizations dedicated to mak
ing MSU a non-homophobic learning,
teaching and working environment.
Activities held on campus that were or
ganized by the GLFSA included the raising
of the Gay and Lesbian flag outside of the
Student Center (which will remain raised for
one week) and a “Freedom of Expression
vs. Freedom from Hostility Symposium,”
which discussed the topics of free speech
and tolerance issues.
There was also a panel displayed on gay
and lesbian families to celebrate National
Coming Out Week entitled “Love Makes a
Family.” A reading will be held as well,
entitled “Allowing Me to Be Me.”
National Coming Out Day helps to bring
awareness to individuals who are either
misinformed or uneducated about this topic.
This one day is set- aside to let the world
know that the population does indeed exist,
that they are proud of who they are, and they
will not stand for such intolerable acts as
violence and discrimination due to sexual
preference.
It helps address the issue and lets people
know that understanding is necessary, and
gays and lesbians deserve the same respect
as everyone else. National Coming Out Day
teaches us that hatred is intolerable no mat
ter what the situation or circumstances, and
empathy and knowledge are key in order to
celebrate our differences and site our simi
larities.

Judy Haines, Patricia H ewitt, and President Cole raise the flag fo r N ational Coming
O ut Day.
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M in im izin g and C op in g W ith Stress and Its C auses
By Jennifer Cannataro
S ta ff Writer

id terms are drawing near and are
sure to snowball into a swift over
load of term papers, all to end in
a finale of final exams. Even though some
students swear that this time they would be
organized, they have ended up desperately
•scrambling to cram for exams and waiting
until the last night before a term paper is
due.
On the job, people may find that their
current definitions of satisfactory perfor
mance consist of getting there on time and
not falling asleep or calling out sick. When
finally a day comes when responsibilities
are at a standstill, many people may find it
hard to relax when they are constantly think
ing about their duties for tomorrow. If this
sounds familiar, don’t worry. There are
ways to successfully decrease stress levels
and still get everything done.
The main culprit for many problems is
stress, which results in accumulating more
stress. Although it may seem helpless at
times, there are effective ways to minimize
the stress that will otherwise create prob
lems in the present and the future.
Many students overlook stress as a
health problem and are unaware that it
causes a decrease in the quality of every little
thing that they do each day, even things they
think are their best effort, but are not.
Many may think, “well, it worked ev
ery other semester.” Meanwhile their GPA
is 1.7, they oversleep, fight with their par
ents and get fired from their jobs. Students
must come out of denial and take serious
control of pressure.
A main cause of excess stress and in
ability to handle stress is irregular sleeping

M

patterns, which results in headaches that cells, T-cells and interleukin which combat
block concentration. Stress causes sleep ir infections and diseases. Therefore, you will
regularities and sleep irregularities cause be more susceptible to catching illnesses,
stress. These side effects are interlocking and which will have an effect on the papers that
cumulative, and will eventually result in a are due and the tests that have to be taken.
Many college students turn to stimulants
lesser quality of life.
Lack of sleep is a leading cause and re like caffeine to keep them going. Gulping
sult of stress. The effect of stress can cause down five cups of coffee may help you stay
you to get less sleep, which results in more awake for a while, but it will drastically af
stress, making it even more' difficult to get fect your moods, concentration, and perfor
shut eye. Try taking a hot bath, reading a mance. Drinking more than two cups a day
book, watching television, or any other causes a dependence on caffeine.
The m ore coffee you
methods you may have to in
■ drink, the harder you will
duce sleepiness before bed*— ^
crash from it later. Try drink
time.
“Stress causes
ing tea, or mixing your regu
Loss of concentration on
studies, failing tests and the
lar coffee with decaf to wean
sleep
ineffectiveness of cramming
yourself slowly off caffeine if
irregularities
you find yourself becoming
results from the loss of REM
dependent on it. To get more
(Rapid Eye M ovem ent)
and sleep
quality in your sleep, avoid
sleep, which scientists be
irregularities
caffeine altogether six hours
lieve to be the period in which
before bedtime.
our brain stores memory. The
cause stress.
H oliday cheer, New
REM stages develop further
Year’s and winter vacation
as you sleep longer.
bring a lot of great parties to
The final stage is fully
relax and enjoy, so wait until
functional for the longest ---------------then if you’re ready to party.
time span (one hour) in the
last hour of sleep. So getting one or two For now, try to limit your alcohol intake to
less hours of sleep causes the loss of the most no more than two to three drinks to avoid
sleepiness, headaches, vomiting and total
beneficial stage of REM.
f
During sleep, we accumulate our vital loss of concentration.
Drinking also contributes to the weak
energy molecules. As we use these mol
ecules for energy, a waste byproduct called ening of your immune system. Don’t take
adenosine is delivered to the arousal center the chance of ruining these exciting holi
of the brain, signaling it to get sleep. As days and your GPA. Cut back on alcohol to
adenosine accumulates in the brain, it causes maintain your health, mental stability and
endurance.
interruptions in activities and learning.
If you accidentally have one too many
Research through clinical investigation
on
the
day before your exam, take over the
shows that when someone is limited to only
counter
painkillers to ease headache pain
three or four hours of sleep, there is a de
and
drink
lots of water or fruit juice to help
crease in the production of natural killer
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metabolize residual alcohol. But the best
way to avoid having to do this at all is to
save your partying for the holidays.
Regarding social life, we must not for
get that the holidays will come quickly,
especially because busy weeks filled with
school obligations will make time fly. If
you are going home or visiting someone,
arrangements need to be made as soon as
possible because the closer to December
we get, the busier and more difficult it will
be to get the transportation needed at bar
gain prices.
Make life easier and set a date to go
Christmas shopping within the next few
weeks. The mad rush of crowds will be
gin in November and can be extremely
stressful.
Many department stores have already
started holding their one-day sale events,
so take advantage of the discount and grab
the better items before everyone else gets
to them. On top of all of this, we have to
decide on our schedule for the spring se
mester, which is also “the sooner, the bet
ter” if you want an accommodating sched
ule.
The point is, our parents and teachers
were right. We need a consistent bedtime
and wake up time to maintain our sleep
ing patterns and keep our lives in order.
If you lose sleep one night, compensate
for it the next night by going to bed an
hour or two earlier.
Start today to create a sleeping sched
ule before it is too late. It is simple, yet
so vital to the efficient functioning of our
body and minds. So please, wake up (or
in this case, take a nap) and take this ad
vice. It won’t be long until finals are over,
and you can enjoy the wonderfully long
winter break peacefully and stress-free.
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JUST MINUTES FROM SCHOOL!
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Tolerance Symposium Sparks
Debate and Heated Questions
“Freedom of Expression Versus Freedom from Hositility” raised
aruments involving race and sexual orientation
speech outlining her ideas for an “Affirma
tive Action Pedagogy”-an expectation for
S ta ff Writer
,
teachers and educators to both challenge
other people’s hostility, but be willing to lis
he flyer screamed out, “Freedom of ten with an open mind and hear valid points.
Expression Versus Freedom From She claimed that as of right now, all speech
Hostility” and promised discussion is not free and that it will not be until it is
on such hot topics as free speech and the never marginalized or suppressed.
First Amendment, the rights of minority
Shortly thereafter, the floor opened up
groups on campus and the social implica for audience questions. Things became in
tions of democratic dialogues. And on Oct. teresting as the first questioner, an unknown
11, the Student Center Ballroom B was im man who seemed intent on challenging the
pressively filled with people anxious to de speakers, asked several questions, ranging
bate these issues and more.
from the use of museum space as a political
The idea for this public discussion group platform to the oppression of white men and
came last year when several pieces were women in our society. While claiming that
published in The M ontclarion's Opinion none of his issues were really on topic, the
Section that spoke of intolerance towards panel did assert that today, feminism is a
gays, lesbians, bisexuals and transsexuals force with which to be reckoned.
Other questions and statements ranged
on campus, accordingto Sally McWilliams,
a coordinator of the forum and a member of from the minority status of Jews to the sui
the English Department here at MSU.
cide rates for gay as opposed to non-gay
McWilliams and several other faculty teenagers. The audience was shocked to hear
members then decided to try to open up a Professor George Zilbergeld, a teacher in the
public discussion addressing such issues in Political Science Department, question the
speakers themselves, say
an effort to expand tolerant
ing that the panel was
ideas towards all minority
giving the assumption that
groups within the student
most white males are more
body.
“The only way
likely to be hateful. He ac
They began contacting
to be against
cused them of having their
people and amassed a group
of four individuals, all con
own prejudices.
racism is to be
nected with free speech and
He later went on to say,
against all
tolerance issues in one way
“The only way to be
or another. These four
against racism is to be
racism...
against all racism; all ha
people were Ann Beeson,
-George Zilbergeld,
Staff Counsel for the Ameri
tred. Too many of the
professor
speakers spoke in a rather
can Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), Megan Boler, a
hateful way toward white
people and toward men.
professor of the social foun
dations of education from
The rule should be all for
one and one for all.”
Virginia Polytechnic Insti
Further into an increas
tute and State University,
ingly passionate debate, Boler took the floor
Joseph A. Fortunato, an
Essex County member of the NAACP, one once again to ask, if campuses are supposed
of the biggest and the oldest civil rights to be so tolerant of everyone and everyone
groups in the country, and Lenora M. needs to feel empowered, “why is there not
Lapidus, a legal director also of the ACLU. a white male club on campus?” She clari
The date was set for National Coming fied herself later by saying that, on this cam
Out Day, which also happens to be the one- pus at least, such “a club is unnecessary
year anniversary of the death of Matthew because the dominant culture supports the
Shepard, who was brutally murdered last communal and emotional needs of white
year simply because of his sexual orienta students.”
tion. It was seemingly appropriate to speak
Jessica Duchard, a freshman Fine Arts
of tolerance on such a significant date.
major with a minor in education, questioned
The forum began with a standing-room- the entire panel, “When do we have the right
only crowd, made up of students and fac to say as a student how we feel? Who can
ulty alike gathered into the small ballroom. tell us which pain is the worst, whether it is
After introductions, the panel mediator be the Holocaust or slavery or racism? What
gan asking the speakers questions about is people say will divide us into groups and
sues including the interpretation of the First we start pointing fingers. We are the build
Amendment and the right to free speech.
ers. We are the future. Who’s to say what
Lapidus was the first to speak and she we are?”
briefly mentioned the conflict between
Also in attendance was James Harris,
everyone’s right to a freedom of expression Dean of Students. When asked why he was
and those same people’s rights to live free involved in the sponsorship of this campus
from hostility and hate speeches. wide event, he replied, “We believe it’s ex
Fortunato’s turn came next and he spoke of tremely important to bring light to the issue
the necessity for a balance between the two. of the rights and responsibilities of the uni
Beeson responded and claimed that any versity to its members, to the gay, lesbian,
form of speech suppression was unaccept bisexual, and transgender students and
able in the university setting. Although the faculty...We wanted to make sure that we
“fighting words” doctrine and laws against gave an informed perspective to how MSU
creating a harassing environment may limit can improve its ability to create and main
freedom of expression minutely, she con tain a climate that is safe, positive and con
sidered any censorship beyond that point structive for gay, lesbian, bisexual and trans
excessive and unnecessary. Hate speech, sexual student and faculty members.”
she said, should be answered simply with
Although the room was filled with shock
more speech designed to help foster more at some of the comments being spoken,
tolerance and acceptance in and out of the people involved with the forum felt that it
classroom.
was a success because it brought different
Boler then chimed in with a pre-written points"of views out into the open.
By Leah Soltis

T

IENN WINSKV M O N TO A M O N

A nn Beeson, sta ff counsel, A C L U N ational Headquarters, offers her insight about issues
such asfree speech, hate speech and dynamics o f classroom politics.

Series on African-American His
the Red Hawk Chapter of Groove
T

This Weeks Question:

Who were Denmark Vessey and
Absalom Jones?
enmark Vesey won a lottery and
purchased his freedom in the year
of Gabriel Prosser’s defeat (Aug.
30, 1800). From that date he worked as a
carpenter in Charleston, S.C. He then ac
cumulated money and property and was
respected by Negroes and whites.
The conspiracy this firebrand con
ceived is one of the most elaborate on
record. “Men,” he said, “must not only be
dissatisfied; they must be so dissatisfied
they will act.” He was interested in action.
He told slaves their lives were so miser
able that even death would be an improve
ment.
In 1822, Vesey organized about 9,000
free blacks and slaves and prepared to at
tack several South Carolina cities. But
some of the slaves told their owners. Sev
eral blacks were arrested and gave infor
mation that led to the capture of Vesey and
several other leaders in the plot. Vesey and
35 followers were hanged. About 35 oth
ers were sold to West Indian plantation
owners.
Another important fighter in the quest
for freedom was Absalom Jones. He was
a leader of the struggle to give black

D

Americans control over their religious
worship. He founded the St. Thomas Af
rican Episcopal Church (the first Episco
pal Church for blacks in the United States)
and also became the first black Episcopal
priest.
Jones was born a slave in Sussex
County, Delaware. In 1762, he moved with
his master to Philadelphia, where he
worked in his master’s grocery store. Jones
bought his freedom in 1784 with money
he had saved. He became a lay preacher
at St. G eorge’s M ethodist Episcopal
Church in Philadelphia. In 1787, Jones and
Richard Allen, another lay preacher at St.
George’s, established the Free African
Society, a service organization for blacks.
Later in 1787-, he and Allen led black mem
bers of the church in a walkout, protest
ing a new church policy that required
blacks to sit at the back of the balcony.
In 1794, the Free African Society split
into two groups. One group, led by Jones,
formed the St. Thomas African Episcopal
Church (Allen’s group formed the Bethel
African Methodist Episcopal Church).
Jones was ordained a priest in 1804, and
died in 1818.
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HOMECOMING99’

ELIZABETH A. HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION

Delta Phi Epsilon and Theta X i show the effects o f gravity as they slowly move outfrom behind their space shuttle float.

IENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

Porfirio Garcia o f LASO complete with
dance moves, portrays M ichael Jackson.

IENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

Jillian Jackson, a sister ofSigm a Sigma Sigma, “proposes”to her boyfriend on their four
month anniversary to win some votesfo r Homecoming Queen.

ERIN DASENBROCK/ MONTCLARION

Members ofO SAU perform to an African dance in order to portray their
theme "Back To Africa. ”

ELIZABETH A. HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION

Members o f Delta Chi, partnered w ith Sigma Delta Phi, wore rain coats
and carried their umbrellas in their rendition o f'S in g in in the Rain. "

Theta Kappa Chi and Tau Phi Beta move in poodle
skirts and white t-shirts fo r their 50 s routine.

HOMECOMING99’

IENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
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JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

Latasha Casterlow, OSAU, sings her heart Rob DeFalco,from Delta Chi, shows the
out in a duetfo r the crown o f Queen.
crowd his staring abilities in a contest.

|ANE CASEY/ MONTCLARION

Theta X i and Delta Phi Epsilon show their upbeat spirits which earned them the Most
Enthusiastic Performance Aw ard along w ith Best Overall Presentation.

ELIZABETH A. HUTCHINSON. MONTCLARION

LASO captivates the crowd in an
energetic ribbon-twirling display.

JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

Lesia Dmyterko o f Sigma Delta Phi demonstrates
the fin e art o f “Root Beer Pong”in the talent show.

ELIZABETH A. HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION

Sigma Sigma Sigma and Tau Kappa Epsilon show that there’s no place like
Homecoming in their rendition o f the W izard O f Oz.

IENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

T.J. Esposito o f Theta X i glides across the
ballroom floor to “O ld Time Rock and Roll.

ELIZABETH A. HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION

Phi Sigma Sigma and Iota Phi Theta jiv e to
“Stayin Alive, "from “A merican Bandstand. ”
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IENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

Chris Irizarry, brother o f Phi Alpha Psi SENATE,
entertains the crowd w ith a songfrom Sublime.

ELIZABETH A. HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION

Pi Kappa Alpha and Sigma Delta Tau dressed in camoflauge army garb, perform their tribute to the Arm ed Services,
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T he Verve Pipe Sing for Them selves on Second Album
By Christine Cheplic___________________
Staff Writer
t has been two
years since the
debut of the band
The Verve Pipe. Their
first album, “Villains”
brought them moder
ate success due to the
excessive radio air play of the single ‘The
Freshmen.” This was the only song to re
ceive any popular or critical recognition and
the band seemed destined to fade away to
that one-hit wonders category. But the band
has now released a follow-up, self-titled CD
and it is clear that they have no intentions
to please anyone but themselves.
What makes The Verve Pipe a refresh
ing band is that they do not cater to the
sounds of Top 40 radio. They are a unique
band with no real defining sound. They ex
periment with a variety of styles and their
music is extremely eclectic. Their new al
bum is much like their first except that the
band has developed some angst, perhaps in
response to how their first album was re
ceived.
The first song “Supergig” definitely ex
presses this attitude. The lyrics proclaim
“We used to care, we don’t care anymore.”
Their lack of interest in pleasing their audi
ence works both for them and against them.
It allows them to create honest music and
an album that is truly expressive. However,
this doesn’t mean all of their music is good.
The reason why ‘T he Freshmen” was
such a hit was because it was indeed the best

I

song off of their first album. And, again,
the ballads on the new album surpass all
the other songs. “Half a Mind” and “She
has faces” are both incredible songs. Un
like the others on the CD, these songs are
not overshadowed by excessively loud gui
tars and keyboards. They are simple bal
lads that allow the lyrics to shine.
The Verve Pipe’s strength is their lyr
ics. Brian Vander Ark, the lead singer,
writes most of the songs. He is a poet and
sometimes his words are lost in the music.
Such is the case with the song “Hero.” The
refrain is fun and catchy but you cannot un
derstand the rest of the song. The vocals
are drowned out.
When Vander Ark’s lyrics anchor the
song it becomes a powerful piece of music.
“Kiss Me Idle” is one of the better songs
off this album. Again, it is a ballad with
poetic lyrics. “I wouldn’t want to leave
upon your tongue a sour taste / leave it foiled
and disappointed wanting to be chased / a
mouth that’s open wide and speechless
seems like such a waste.”
The song, however, was obviously out
of Vander Ark’s range and would have been
a better piece of music had it been brought
down an octave and his screeching vocals
were avoided. Vander Ark can certainly
write lyrics but too often writes accompa
nying music that destroys the power of the
words instead of enhancing them. Songs
like “Television” and “Headlines” are
quickly forgettable.
The best song off this new album is the
final one, “La la.” This tune sounds like
what the Beatles would produce if they were

COURTESY "O f BMC RECORDS

Never a band to play fo r Top 40 radio, Vervey Pipes second CD, "Supergig”, presents
honest and rocking music.
still recording. It has harmonies that work
rather nicely and a fine guitar solo -however,
they shouldn’t expect any more recognition
for this album. They should have taken a clue
from the success of “The Freshmen” and con
centrated on more lyrically driven ballads as
opposed to the blaring of mixed instruments.
One interesting fact is that the CD cover
and liner notes seem to be trying awfully hard

to be Pearl Jam-esque, especially when
compared to Vitalogy.
Perhaps the Verve Pipe will indeed fall
into the dreaded one-hit wonder category.
It all depends on how this album is re
ceived. It seems likely that their original
music will not fly off the shelves. The
Verve Pipe will probably end up on a fu
ture Behind the Music episode.
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1 Nine Inch Nails - Were In This Together
2 Rage Against the Machine- G uerilla Radio
3 Radiohead - O kC om puter
4 Blind Melon - B lin d M elon
5 Ben Harper - B urn to Shine
6 Chemicle Brothers - Surrender
7 Foo Fighters - Learn to Fly
8 Porno for Pyros - Good G ody:/¡Urge
9 Filter - T itle o f Record
10 Luscious Jackson - Ladyfinger
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Gallery 3 1/2: Disorganized Yet Captivating
Bv Lorenda Knisel____________________

because they usually display work by un
dergraduates.
Staff Writer
The MFA show is a rare treat. The pieces
allery 3 1/2 is currently hosting “Art are very contemporary (as the title of the
Now,” a fabulous exhibit featuring exhibit implies), yet range in styles that are
work by MFA (Master Fine Arts) obviously influenced by Surrealism, Pop
students, which is a departure from the norm Art, Art Deco, Expressionism and Abstract
Expressionism. The medi
ums used are eclectic as
well. One will find acrylic
paintings next to sculpture,
pen and ink, constructions
and glassware. The pieces
fit together nicely into a co
hesive whole.
The pieces are arranged
so that there is ample space
to move«around, however,
the positioning is unbal
anced. Very large colorful
pieces reside on one side of
the room while very small
black and white pieces re
side on the other. There
should be much more inte
gration. There were no la
bels explaining what medi
ums were used. Instead,
guesswork is involved on the
part of the viewer. Is a paint
ing oil or acrylic? What kind
of glass was used to make
the glassware And how was
it made? What kind of wood
was used in the chair con
struction? These are ques
tions that viewers may feel
are pertinent and valuable,
especially if they are artists.
The gallery was not well
IENN WINSKV MONTCLARION
lit,
in
fact, the lights were not
Visitors to Gallery 3 1/2 may be confused by the poor
even
turned on. An in 
layout.

G

formed gallery director was nowhere to be
found and finding someone to let you into
the gallery is a difficult process. There
aren’t any hours posted and one is left to
feel that it is a very private show and the
public is unwelcome. It is a shame because
there is so much good art to be seen.
“Kame X Kame” by Maki Funai is one
of those pieces. It is an “in the round” sculp
ture and again, this is a piece that was not
properly positioned. In the round sculptures
must be displayed so that all the angles can
be viewed. A viewer must be able to walk
around it. So what was it doing smack up
against a wall?! This is another example of
how the show was unorganized.
The sculpture (again, made of God
knows what) was very delightful. It was
completely organic in every way. The form
consisted of a baby bird with open mouth
and closed eyes emerging from an egg ob
ject. The opening from which it emerges is
rendered to resemble female genitalia. The
texture on one side of the egg is smooth with
cracks here and there. The other half has
raised diamond wedges that resembles a
pineapple. The pale, monotone, yellow
color offsets the organic nature of the piece.
One would think that it should be full of
vibrant life-giving colors but the yellow
gives it a serene, almost death-like feel.
Karen Guancione’s piece, “No Rest” is
very intriguing. It is a Surrealist construc
tion that looks like something out of Alice
in Wonderland, made from a stable four
legged chair with a headboard that is cut
like an antique high chair. There are upside
down copper colored tea cups with paint
chipped off pieces underneath each of the
four legs. The seat is made up of square
shaped cut outs from dictionaries and/or en
cyclopedias with definitions of words only

starting with the letter P. Such as: Panic, Pa
ralysis, Parallax, Philosophy, and Paris, Uni
versity of. There are also cut outs of multi
colored hand made paper and shards of
glass.
Joanne Lefrak’s “Skin" can be disturb
ing and also visually stunning. It consists
of canvas stretched out and held up by ropes
nailed into the wall. Copper, maroon and
silvery blue paint are splattered about, while
brown grass is added in for texture. This
piece conjures up an image of a carcass be
ing hung up in a meat locker. It also, as the
title implies, seems to be identified with the
artist’s skin being ironically hung up like
the animal skins that hunters hang on their
walls. Apart from its gruesome aspect, the
piece has a very pretty, pleasing quality and
a shimmery, eye-catching look.
Finally, the star piece of the show is
Maki Funai’s “Inner Aque.” This is a paint
ing (oil or acrylic?) containing a whitishgray ghostly shape that looks like something
out of Pink Floyd’s The Wall. The ghost is
crouched in desperation on a red platform
surrounded by royal blue, black and maroon
waters. There is a red and maroon abstract
monster, that also looks like it’s from T he
Wall, with a skeletal body hovering over the
ghost. One of the monster’s limbs is teas
ing the ghost’s head causing a purplish irri
tation while the other, which has a hand at
tached, is stuck in an aperture in the ghost’s
form giving off a blue aura. The ghost ap
pears as though it is having its soul taken
away. This could be a depiction of a night
mare, or an example of an after death expe
rience where the soul is being taken to hell.
There are many other great pieces to be
seen, and can be viewed until Oct. 15 in
Calcia Hall, room 208 - that is, if the doors
are unlocked.

White Oleander: A Truly Captivating and Poetic Read
By Kathleen Savino
Staff Writer

good book should take you by the
throat from the first line to the last.
Janet Fich’s novel, White Oleattder,
does exactly that. The first line’s simple uncliched poetry immediately catches the
reader’s attention. “The Santa Ana’s blew
in from the desert, shriveling the last of the
spring grass into whiskers of pale straw,” is
a foreshadowing of every line that follows.
Nearly every sentence of this book is per
fectly crafted poetry. It is astounding that
this is Fitch’s first novel. This book is cur
rently on the New York Times bestseller list,
and is’ also featured on the Oprah Booklist,
as one of her personal choices.
Janet Fitch tells the story in the voice of
Astrid, a young girl whose mother, Ingrid,
uses the white oleander flower to commit a
crime. She is sent.to prison for life. The
details of this crime alone make it worth
reading the first 40 pages.
I have never seen a character quite like
Ingrid Magnussen. She is the white olean
der. She is beautiful, luminous, powerful
and a talented poet, but unlike the oleander,
she is poisonous. She tells her daughter,
“We received our coloring from
Norsemen.. .hairy savages who hacked their
gods to pieces and hung the flesh from trees.
We are the ones who sacked Rome. Fear
only feeble old age and death in bed. Don’t
forget who you are.” What a mom.
The relationship between Astrid and
Ingrid is an intense thread through the whole
book. Even while Ingrid is imprisoned, her
character is still present, through letters,
Astrid’s thoughts, and her pain and loneli
ness. Even when she wants to, Astrid can
never truly escape her mother.

A

The bulk of the story, however, is
Astrid’s journey through life and foster
homes. Her story is one of survival, and
also of self-introspection. She is forever
trying to find
beauty and love
in the circum 
stances she finds
herself in. Fitch
creates a charac
ter whose inner
life is truly alive,
questioning and
sensual. The
reader is let in
side this 12year-old girl
through all her
rites of passage,
made even more
painful by her
isolation from
any family.
The
only
criticism that
can be made is
the maturity of
the voice in the
twelve- year- old
girl, but ^ itc h
carries it off in
her sense of
w onder in thè
world and idola
try of her mother. Her voice is almost of
someone looking back*on her life.
In her first foster home she finds her
self under the care of Starr, an ex-stripper/
alcoholic who has supposedly found God
(think, preach blond bimbo). It is in this
foster home where Astrid has her first sexual
experience, which, of course, leads to near

disaster.
In the next home she’s treated as the livein help, the perpetual baby-sitter. The only
place she finds beauty is in the woman next
door,
O livia
Johnstone.
Olivia is a gor
geous, wealthy,
African-Americafi woman. She
is also a prosti
tute. Everything
around A strid,
except O livia
and her home, is
squalid
and
barely livable.
Fitch creates a
truly
unique
character here.
Olivia is like a
paradox. A l
though O livia
gives A strid a
taste for beauty
she doesn’t give
her what she re
ally
needs—
love. At the end
of her stay at this
foster home,
A strid is at
tacked by dogs.
This was melo
dramatic. The melancholy was already
enough, it was a bit much when these beasts
come out of nowhere and attack the help
less Astrid.
Astrid finally finds Claire and her hus
band Ron. They appear to be everything
she needs. Claire is a sensitive young ac
tress who truly cares about Astrid. She takes

an interest in Astrid’s creative abilities, and
has her enrolled into honors classes in
school. Through all this, Astrid’s mother
is not happy for her daughter. She seems
to want Astrid to be alone in the world, a
suffering artist. There is another layer of
complexity added on to Ingrid’s character
here. Eventually, Astrid moves on and
away from Claire, and her mother reaps a
destructive force from behind bars. The un
derlying message is clear in this book,
beauty is hard to find, love is even harder.
Nothing is permanent, and we are all alone
in the world. Any power you have comes
from within yourself.
While Astrid is searching endlessly for
a home, both externally and within herself,
her mother is becoming even more pow
erful. In the end though, it’s Astrid who
holds her mother’s destiny in her hand.
What she chooses may surprise you. There
are some revelations and loose ends are
somewhat tied. The reader is left slightly
unconvinced, a little disappointed. It was
as real as it could’ve been, but nothing
overly spectacular. Nonetheless, this book
is certainly worth the read. It moves flu
idly, and the language Msed is almost be
yond compare.
• At many times this was a difficult book
to read, Astrid’s story is such^i tale of woe,
and sometimes complete hopelessness.
She has many scars fronfthe physical vio
lence she’s endured, not'to mention the
emotional ones. It did at some points seem
touched with melodrama. However, the
book manages to maintain a certain plau
sibility. It is the relationship between
Astrid and her mother, the characters, as
well as the aesthetic quality of the lan
guage, which makes this book worth read
ing.
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Local Talent Takes the Stage to Benefit Child Care Center
By Heather Ossandon
Staff Writer

n Oct. 8, MSU, in association with
the Child Care Center, held the First
Annual Battle of the Bands. The
sounds for the evening were provided by
five different bands, along with some spe
cial guest interludes.
All the bands had about 30 minutes to
perform. They were all judged on best mu
sicianship, best overall performance, and
best audience appeal.
First up on stage was King Kerosene.
This “rockabilly” trio consisted of Scott
Murphy on vocals and lead guitar, Anthony
Sparito on bass and backup vocals, as well
as Mike Sparito on drums. The trio hails
from Essex County, and have been together
for two years. The band opened up strong
with a strong and noticeable swing rhythm,
which was rem iniscent of The Cherry
Poppin’ Daddies and Big Bad Voodoo
Daddy.
The first song was appropriately entitled
“Just Warming Up.” Surprisingly though,
there was a definite punk rock influence, as
well as a country and western influence to
the song. With a nice stage presence and
strong, clear vocals, their set moved along
nicely.
All in all they kept to their 50’s rock
style, complete with the lead singer and
drummer’s Elvis hairdo. Their songs were
all very upbeat and with titles like “Five
More Minutes,” “Another Drink,” and “To
tally Crazy,” most people can guess the
genre of their music. The general sound was
good, the vocals were on point for the whole
set and the bass and drums did not falter.
Before the next band was to perform
there was an intermission provided by Jes

O

sica Shownberg. She sang and played the through the ballroom. It was an excellent
acoustic guitar. When she stepped onto the performance with stellar sound.
The third band to perform was
stage I noticed that both lyrically and mu
sically she resembled Ani DiFranco, and Seedensol which was also local. The mem
had a voice like Sarah McLachlan. She sang bers consisted of former, present, and hope
three songs and chatted a little in between. ful MSU students. The members of the band
included Michael Robbins
Her songs were about love
on violin, Jonathan Ward on
lost and understanding of hu
drums, Jason Loughlin on
man nature.
“The sounds
guitar, Robert Oaks on gui
The next band that pro
for the evening
tar and lead vocals, as well
vided the grooves and posi
as a special guest appear
tive vibes was Ras Fikre
were provided
ance by Sven Peltoneu on
(The Beloved). With the
by five different
the djigerido, as well as
lead singer, Ras Fikre, hail
some involvement from the
ing from Jamaica, but pres
bands; along
crowd
on drums.
ently living in East Orange,
with
some
The
only word that
the reggae was definitely
could
possibly
be used to
genuine. The other band
special guest
describe
this
band
would be
m em bers included Gene
interludes.
eclectic.
They
opened
their
Clemetson on guitar, Dave
six
song
set
with
a
cover
of
Tannenbaum on drum s,
Jimi
Hendrix’s
“Manic
De
Russ Irie on bass, Floydie
—
pression,” complete with
Ranks on percussion/keythe
violin
included.
Their songs ranged
boards, and a special vocal interlude from
Hanifah Subhanallah. Even though the from rock to funk to country and even the
band kept to their reggae roots they opened, Irish jig. Taking this into consideration they
surprisingly, with a song from Rob Zom are not really parallel to any other band.
They definitely fit the phrase, “a sound of
bie.
Ras Fikre had a very different sound. their own.” Their sound was well organized
The singer used spoken word and poetry and included a lot of energy, which the
throughout the songs. Of course, the band crowd fed off of.
The fourth band to perform was Scare
can be compared to Bob Marley and others
because it was reggae, but it also had quite crow Collection. Much like Seedensol, their
sound can be described as eclectic, but on a
a different sound of its own.
They played a five song set, and jammed smaller level. The band was comprised of
all the way through. The drums were strong, five members, from Lyndhurst, N.J.
The lead on vocals and guitar was
but they also had a keyboard/synthesizer
backdrop for their songs. Ras’s lyrics were Gerard Fee. Jesse Krakow was on bass, and
both political and social, with songs like on drums was Joe Fee. Also on guitar was
“Irony,” “Nuclear Food,” and “De Pris Nick Sette, and playing the mandolin was
oner.” The group was energetic and you Rob Csapo. They played all original music
could feel the positive vibes flowing that was very strong in numerous areas. The
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drums were incredibly precise, as well as
the electric guitar provided by Sette.
Seedensol can be compared to the Dave
Matthews Band and Jimi’s Chicken Shack.
Their music also included some funky riffs
and strong, clear instruments. They had a
definite rock influence that can be labeled
as “college-rock” or “altema-rock.” Surpris
ingly enough though, was that they also had
a country and western knee slapping song
in which Fee appropriately announces, “ I
wrote this song in Nashville.” The band was
extremely instrumental and kept it together
the whole way through their set.
The final band to perform was Gate.
This band is another local one that hailed
from Pequannock, N.J. The band was com
prised of Chris Badami on drums, Matt
Palasz on keyboard, Brooke Bogert on vo
cals and tambourine, Joe Mullen on bass,
and Stu Hates on guitar and vocals. This
band definitely had a big band sound, but
was also somewhat reminiscent of Ben Folds
Five because of the keyboard influence.
They had a kind of 80’s rock sound happen
ing, but not in a bad way.
Because this was the only band to have
a female vocalist, they sounded much dif
ferent from everyone else. Bogert’s voice
was very melodic yet strong. There was a
little bit of a funk influence, but they mostly
stuck to the rock sound. The band was very
put together and stayed together through
their six song set.
All of the bands that participated re
ceived certificates from the Child Care Cen
ter, and free publicity. But when the points
were tallied, the band that came up victori
ous was Scarecrow Collection for best au
dience appeal and best overall performance.
The band that was victorious in best musi
cianship was Gate.

Want to attend a FREE screening on
October 28th at 7pm? Cal! 212-833-5752 for details.
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°rg e is a bou t an inch taller than m e .
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m ake the call.

a m e n c a n m o v ie .c o m

In Theatres
November 5th!
The Department of Theatre and Dance
presents

'c n t/e v n a /i
Stop by our office: SC 121 or call
x4410 for more info.
4 Walls is a service of the SGA

October 14,15,16, 21, 22 & 23 at 8pm
October 17, at 2pm and October 22 at 1pm
Studio Theatre
Box Office: 973.655.5112

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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By Lorenda Knisel
S ta ff Writer

isceral Abstract Expressionist art
that speaks to the pre-logical murky
depths of the human consciousness
could be seen in the exhibit entitled “Leon
De Leeuw: A Retrospective,” recently shown
in the University Gallery.
The purpose of the exhibit was to cel
ebrate the life and talent of the late Leon De
Leeuw, a professor of Fine Arts at MSU from
1963-1997.
De Leeuw’s work has garnered a lot of
attention. It has been shown in numerous
galleries and museums including exhibits at
the National Museum of American Art, the
Smithsonian Institute, the Brooklyn Mu
seum, the Montclair Art Museum, NYU
University Gallery, 80 Washington Square
Gallery N.Y., N.Y. and the Newark Public
Library. Montclair professors and students
are sure to recognize his works because they
are also displayed along the walls in Life
Hall.
De Leeuw’s mediums include acrylic on
paper and canvas, mixed media, monotype
(a kind of print made with oil-based media
on various materials), and occasionally oil
on canvas.
De Leeuw pays special emphasis to the
artistic elements of color, form and texture,
which in most cases do not always add up
to objective compositions, but rather emo
tional compositions. The paintings capture
strong moods that one may not be initially
aware of. At first glance, because they are
so abstract one may be confused as to what
the paintings mean. One may be more con
fused if one isn’t familiar with abstract ex
pressionism.
Yet, the paintings creep up on you, just
when you’re about to give up, holding you
in their glare as you become transfixed. You
become immobile, eyes unblinking, only
able to stand with mouth agape. You begin
to feel as though your entire being has been
taken over and transformed because you’ve
plunged back into a meaning which you had
once known and lost beyond conscious
thought.
Because people use another part of their
mind that they’re not used to or comfort
able with in viewing this type of art, the
paintings become elusive and mysterious.
That is the secret to its power. An emphasis
in the show is this state of fear that one ex
periences when all the “normal” boundaries
of their minds break down, when one is sub
ject to the mind functioning by its own ac
cord with the individual having no control.
Humans become afraid when logic no longer
has any validity, when they are suddenly
aware of their true animal natures. These
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paintings exist to remind us of that.
They have a great force, as if they have
a mind of their own. The paintings seem to
be more intelligent than the viewer because
the paintings are aware of their impact and
the viewer is not. A sense of alienation oc
curs. The viewer suddenly begins to won
der what this unconscious communication
is and why he/she has lost touch with it.
Why is it so primal and powerful? A sense
of depersonalization is imminent.
The viewer is suddenly not aware of
their own mind and how it works. The
paintings takes their mind away from their
ego to a deeper earthier plane. One imme
diately wants to go to what little familiar
images there are: the trees, the woman. But
no, one must go back to the mysterious and
find out what they mean.
Emotion and passion become the most
important. The textures evoke sensuality.
The body wants to become involved. Ev
ery part of the body wants to touch and ex
perience every tactile quality the paintings
are capable of.
The painting entitled “Composition with
Red” is one of bloody, vibrant colors of or
ganic life emerging from what can be intu
ited as the seedy darkness of the void where
life began. It might be the moment of cre
ation, or maybe not. There are no objects
to gather information about in the compo
sition, only visual elements of color and
line. The viewer has to extract what the
painting “means” to them just from that.
“Musical Abstraction” contains a piece
of sheet music worked into the painting sur
rounded by images that look like waterfalls.
Even when De Leeuw works in objects they
still manage to look very abstract. This
painting is reminiscent of Kadinsky, an Ab
stract Expressionists, whose paintings were
meant to represent musical compositions on
canvas.
Another painting, “Untitled,” is simplis
tic looking, like party streamers of every
color of the rainbow, but the painting is just
there to make you feel playful.
"A Clearing” is very beautiful. This
painting is more objective. It borders on
Impressionism, away from De Leeuw’s
school of art. A green forest can be seen
(in a hazy way, typical of Impressionism)
with a clearing and a circle of trees. The
largest trees are not even painted in, only
their basic lines are seen. They look as
though they are half way between the states
of "Being” and “Becoming.”
“Leon De Leeuw: A Retrospective” is
an excellent exhibit that pays homage to a
great late artist and professor. For those who
have not seen the exhibit check out his work
along the walls in Life Hall and experience
his vision for yourself.
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DJ Spins the Smart Dance Mix
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Directions from campus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. Nutley/Passaic Ave. exit, go
right off ramp, go three traffic lights & make a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first
traffic light, make a righ onto Broadway. Loop in on right.

373 BROADWAY PASSAI C PARK, NJ 9 7 3 - 3 6 5 - 0 8 0 7

COURTESY OF HARVARD STUDIO

(From 1. to r.J Cecily Schaefer, Denyse Owens, Ralph Cozzarelli, and Raine
Brown reherse a scene from the upcoming production o f “The Bourgeois
Gentlemen. ” The play w ill be performed October 14 - 16, 21 - 23 at 8 p.m .,
October 1 7 at 2 p.m . and October 2 2 at 1 p.m .
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EDITORIAL

What would you do if you
caught someone pulling a
lire alarm in your dorm?
“I would tell my R.A.”
- Ann Marie, Theatre
“If I caught somebody pulling a fire alarm in my
building I’d be very upset. Depending upon the size
of the individual. I’d probably tackle him to the ground,
beat him senseless, and smack his backside about and
scream for help from other large people in the nearby
area. I don’t like camping out of the dorms, especially
because it’s getting kind of nippy outside recently.”
- Ani Chriftov, Philosophy
“I would get mad, then go sit outside on the hot
rock.”
- Mike Maziota, Geography
“Give his description to the Resident Director."
• Garry Laurie, Psychology

Not Through Our Campus:
MSU in Gas Pipeline Battle

Question of the Week:
What do you think o f the
proposed pipeline and its
construction on campus?
Let your voice be heard!

Call 655-7616 or e-mail

M SUoplnlonsQhotm all.com
to respond.

T h IM O N T C L A R IO N
Montclair State University
113 Student Center Annex
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043
E-mail: montclarion@saturn.montclair.edu
Phone. (973) 655-5169 Fax: (973) 655-7804
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The Montclarion is a class one organization of die Student Government
Association, Inc. of Montclair State University.
in pan by student fees distributed by die SGA. The view expressed in the
«Opinion Page section, with the exception o f the Main Editorial, do not
necessarily reflect the views of T ie Montclarion. The Cm edition o f The
Montclarion, then named The Pelican, was published on November 28,1928.

Currently, a battle is being fought in the some of the highest levels of our government over a proposed gas
line that would run right through our campus, and directly effect the M SU community.
The Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Corporation (Transco) is proposing the construction o f a natural gas
pipeline that would require them to perform at least two weeks of construction on our already cramped and
busy campus. The construction would effect Webster Road, Quarry Road, and East and West Quarry Ways,
coming within 100 feet of Blanton Hall, potentially causing numerous disruptions for the campus community.
Transco is aiming to begin construction as early as the summer of 2000.
While everyone from New Jersey Governor Christine Whitman, to local congressmen, to MSU President
Susan Cole are vehemently against the plan, Transco is appealing to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commis
sion (FERC) for permission to build the line. If they are able to establish a need in the area for the proposed
pipeline, FERC could approve the project, and the construction crews would roll into campus. However, as
far as anyone can see, Transco’s only “need” in building the pipeline is to make more money.
STOP, a coalition of municipalities, organizations and individuals against the proposed project, which will
effect many other areas in the state besides MSU, claims that there is no m arket need for the line in the area
and that Transco is just hoping to gain more business by adding additional lines in the area. MSU, which
already receives its natural gas from PSE&G does not stand to gain from the construction of the line.
While the legal details o f the situation are complicated, what is very simple to see is that such a project
could have some seriously harmful effects on the functioning of MSU, and the quality o f life of those who live
and work here. W hile a Transco spokesperson states that the company would be working closely with MSU
to limit the disruptions related to the project, one has to think that there is only so much that can be done to
limit the problems that would go along with such a project. Construction means heavy equipment, digging,
large trucks and lots of noise, which will create a traffic nightmare on campus and pose many safety questions.
Would you want to be living in Blanton Hall during the summer of 2000 while 100 feet away Transco is
digging thorough pavement to install a pipeline that has nothing to do with you? Probably not.
While the campus may not be as busy in the summertime as it is during the Fall and Spring semesters, there
is still much going on here, such as classes, summer camps and other campus activities. MSU is a busy place
year round and all would feel the effects of this project. It is extremely difficult now to get around on campus,
but imagine how hard it will be when four key campus roads are cut off because of this project:
It is true that the MSU community has dealt with a plethora o f construction in the past* and all of the
problems that go along with it, but we are now benefiting from those projects. Science Hall, Dickson Hall,
Floyd Hall Arena, and YOgi Berra Stadium, all built in the. last several years, now benefit the campus. This
project will not, which is why it must not be allowed to take place.
Credit has to be given to the MSU administration and the Student Government Association for taking an
active role in trying to prevent this project. According to Cole, the State of New Jersey is currently aware of
M SU ’fc strong position against the project, and they are in the process o f making the federal government
aware. SGA Vice President Mike Kazimir said that the SGA is in the proce.ss of organizing a protest and
campus wide campaign against the project.
♦ Here is where you, the average student, comes in and has the opportunity to malfe a difference. Ask the
SGA how you can help, and get involved in their campaign and protest against the project. Finally, here is^an
issue that the students, faculty and administration can all agree upon, and team up to o th e r to do something
about it. Students love to complain about many things at MSU. The parking, the food, the traffic, construc
tion, and so on. Here isl your chance to help prevent something before it happens. H o p e fu lly the MSU
community as a whole will take advantage of the opportunity and get involved.

_____ •—_I_____ :__—!— ---- — ------ -—The M ontclarion M ailbox Policy

• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will
not be considered for publication. • Once received, letters are property of The Montclarion and may be edited for
length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security
number and ¿hone number or e-mail address. • Only one letter by an author will be printed each month. •
Submission deadline: Monday. 10:06 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to
MSUopinions@hotmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: O pinion Page Editor, Montclair State
University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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VIEWPOINT
M S U Shouldn’t be

Deciding What is Moral in Art:

P u t D ow n fo r its
“Real W orld” Problem s
I would like to respond to Carol Ann Cilona’s
editorial discussing the “Woes of MSU” from the
Sept. 23, 1999 Montclarion. I am a 30-year-old
graduate student who has been attending MSU
since the fall of 1987. I received my bachelor’s
degree in May of 1991, my teacher’s certification in May of
.
1992, and if evM o U IS JU S t
erything goes
lik e t h e re a l
, . .
w o r l d , I t IS n o t

perfect.

9

T

r'ght- my master’s
degree in December o f 1999. I
have also been
teaching for the

*
past eight years
and I have loved every second of my career. Ev
erything I have I owe to MSU and the opportuni
ties it has provided for me.
Cilona portrayed MSU in a very negative
fashion. She put down all aspects of the school
from parking to professors. I agree that MSU is
not utopia, but it is a very good school that en
ables students the chance to grow and develop.
Not every staff member may have given Cilona
their best, but then again MSU is just like the
real world, it is not perfect. During my time at
MSU, I have encountered great professors and
support staff. It is easy to criticize the school for
the parking and bussing, but isn’t it a lot like the
outside world? MSU has provided me with a
lifetime of experiences, some of my best friends,
a profession, and the chance to succeed in the
real world.
G. Andrew MacDonald
Graduate Student, Counseling

Giuliani, Elephant Dung and our Freedoms
s a writer and subscriber to different art
forms, I feel I have been given the ca
pacity for appreciation. And by being
blessed an American I know I can comfortably
exercise this right. One would think this is all
that is necessary to get along in our ever-evolv
ing art culture. However, this statement has come
under extreme debate in the past week over, “Sen
sation: Young British Artist” exhibit at the Brook
lyn Museum. An exhibit of the bizarre, stark and
unnerving subjects using a wide and unusual ar
ray of mediums. True, elephant dung, by itself
on plain paper would be pushing the envelope,
but who are we to decide what is normal, moral
or art?
Evidently, New York City Mayor Giuliani
feels he should decide what is not only normal
and moral but what constitutes art. And to fur
ther reinforce his personal views, he has at
tempted to cut off funding to the museum.
This controversy initiated by Mayor Giuliani
could be viewed in many ways. It could be one
man’s personal opinion and his ability to wield
his power unchallenged. It could also be viewed
as publicity for the upcoming election in a bold
attempt to usher particular sects of people into
his comer.
In Mayor Giuliani’s effort to control the
masses he is forgetting two things. First, is the
open-mindedness of the First Amendment in
which the museum is filing a law-suit against the
city and personally against him. The First
Amendment is written in a way that protects its
subjects from the scrutiny of being judged or
questioned in areas of morality and decency.

A

Molly
MEYERS

...we may never
live to see the day
where the First
Amendment is
overturned in
favor o f a stuffed
shirt tyrant like
Mayor Giuliani.

L t. C ell Was W rongly A ccused o f
B lam in g V ictim in A tte m p te d C rim e
“Some of our officers said that a bus had
passed minutes before [by Blanton]. She
just decided not to wait.” Exactly where in
this statement is the fault of the crime placed
on the victim? No where.
However, according to the response to
this statement made by Lt. Paul Cell, which
was featured in the Sept. 30 issue of The
Montclarion, the fault was placed on the
victim of the attempted crime. This is ludi
crous.
This statement is a factual account of the
events which occurred on the morning of
Sept. 13. It is not , in any way, shape, or
form, putting the fault on the victim. Thus,
Cell was wrongly accused of blaming the
incident on the victim. He was simply do
ing his job and informing us about what
happened that morning.
It must be remembered that we are all
concerned for the safety of our fellow stu-
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dents, especially our MSU police and secu
rity officers. In fact, Cell, Sergeant Israel
Rosado, Chris Esposito, Vincent Roberson,
and Bruce Diamond run a self-defense class
every Monday night at 6:30 p.m. in Kopps
lounge. They also offer police escort ser
vices at night. If these are not examples of
how concerned our officers are for us, then
what is? So why bash, without reason, those
who are most concerned for our safety.
Christina Thorry, Undeclared
Lori Bogert, Human Ecology

Student Breaks Silence on M S U s
“Barking” Problem
For a long time now I have stayed quiet
while my fellow students have continually
badmouthed a certain situation that has tran
spired here at MSU. Everyone seems to be
angry and upset. There aft constant com
plaints and a general feeling of ill will on
the campus. I*now feel that I can no longer
remain silent. I must speak out on this con
troversial issue.
Of course, I am talking about the bark
ing at MSU. It seems as though every week
this paper prints numerous articles and let
ters from people who are disgusted with the
barking. The barking is all anyone can talk
about.
I for one do not see what all the fuss is
about. Sure, those dogs can get pretty loud

Molly Meyers is a Senior English major at MSU,
and is in her second year as an Editorial
Columnist for The Montclarion.

The Week In Politics
tif c tf ju e r m n e n tc a n .

“He was simply doing
his job and informing
us about what
happened.

These First Amendment cases always rise up in
a bonfire with advocates arguing on both sides
and simmer down without ever being heard from
again.
>
Secondly and more importantly, is in Mayor
Giuliani’s attempt to control the museum for ex
hibits he finds offensive. He is, in fact trying to
control the minds of the American public. In try
ing to control our minds, he is implying that we
do not have capable minds of our own, and that
all of our decisions are better left being made by
people like him.
The art world has always been a subculture
of American culture, gathering its expression
from the obscure, and the eccentric, as well as
the issues that remain current in the world. It
does not indicate that we must view, listen or wear
things we find offensive, indecent or immoral.
As Americans, we have the right to choose or
simply walk on by. Let us not forget that state
ment, as Mayor Giuliani forges forward to fight
for his view.
Artist Damien Hirst may never become a
name we study in art classes, and we may never
live to see the day where the First Amendment is
overturned in favor of a stuffed shirt tyrant like
Mayor Giuliani. But one thing is for sure, we
will always have the freedom to choose and the
ability to decide for ourselves what is normal,
moral and what constitutes art.

at times, but think of the good they are do
ing! They chase away those pesky squir
rels, they keep potential car thieves away,
and some of them can do some really great
tricks. I once saw a dachshund jump through
a hoop a foot off the ground! It was ter
rific! But this is not about wiener dogs and
the many wacky things they can do. This is
about the barking and I think it is a small
price to pay for the protection, security, and
hours upon hours of amusement those dogs
provide-to all of us each and every day.
Thank you.
Tim Josephs
Art History

ALL IK FA M OF
INDEPENDENCE
FOREAST TIMOR
RAISE YOUR .
HANDS!
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H y p n o tis t S h o w

THE INSTITUTE FOR
REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE
AND SCIENCE OF SAINT BARNABAS
An affi Iitile o f the Saint Barnabas Health Care Svstem

Featuring: Keith Karkut

A S AN EGG D O N O R ,
YOU CAN HELP A
C O U P L E B E -WHAT
T H E Y ’V E A L W A Y S
DREAM ED O F BEING.

WHEN* M en. Oct. 18
WHERE: S.C. Ratt

TIME: 9 PM

A

FAMILY.

T b e Institute for Reproductive Medicine and Science of Saint Barnabas
Medical Center Is seeking egg donors.

Sponsored By CLUB & The
office of student activities

There are many infertile couples whose only dream is to have a family. That's
why we're reaching out to you— women of all ethnic backgrounds, between the
ages of 21 and 32, who are willing to donate eggs. You will be carefully screened
both medically and psychologically to ensure your optimum health. Our donation

G et A n
E dge on
G raduate
S chool

GMAT

program adheres to the highest ethical standards, and your participation will be
confidential.
After you have completed an egg donor cycle, you will be compensated
$5,000. To qualify, you must have medical insurance and be able to provide your
own transportation to and from the hospital.
Residents of New York can have screening and daily monitoring tests per
formed locally by a physician practice which is associated with the Institute.
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M SI Students, Faculty, and Alumni Receive
$5U Off Of Any Course Held On Campus!
P ersonal Attention • Guaranteed Results

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
(800) 2 REVIEW

For more information on being an egg donor,
please call 1 (800) 824-3123

We’re right here when you need us.

■ ■ SAINT BARNABAS
■ ■ MEDICAL CENTER
An affiliate o f the Saint Barnabas Health Care System
Old Short Hills Road

I.Kingston. New Jersey 1*7039

¡nfo.nj@review.com

FREE TRANSPORTATION
The Legal Studies Department, in conjunction with Phi
Alpha Delta, the Student Paralegal Association and the
Student Government Association are sponsoring a bus
shuttle to New Jersey's Seventeenth Annual Law School Fair
at Rutgers University on Monday, Oct. 18
DEPARTURE TIMES:
9 am * 11:30 am
RETURN TIMES:
10:15 am • 12:45 pm
Charter bus leaves from bus stop behind Student Center - reservations are not necessary but are preferred

For further information, please contact the Dept, of Legal Studies at
(9 7 3 ) 6 5 5 -4 1 5 2
Phi Alpha Delta is a class IV org. of the SGA. The Student Paralegal Association is class II org of the SGA.
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Homecoming ‘99 Wrap Up
By Chris Finegan________________________

By John Frusciante

papers in this particular journal were of a
length similar to this one.
Philosopher Thomas Greenondabottom,
an existentialist and expert on the teachings
Last month, Doctor Thomas Morley of of Kierkagaard, had this to say, “I told you
the National Institute for National Institutes this would happen. We all told you this
announced that a new plan would be put into would happen. Now please stop stepping
effect. When pressed for information re on my toe this instant.”
Here is where the issue becomes com
garding exactly what this new plan will en
tail and when it will be put into effect. Dr. plicated. We did not stop stepping on his
Morley simply shrugged his shoulders and toe, in fact we continued and the more he
replied, “That’s for me to know, and you to protested the more weight we shifted onto
his toe. This caused him to
find out.”
become rather cross, and he
Could this statement be
demanded to know why we
reflective of an interesting
were causing him such
new trend of ambiguity in
“If I were Sean
pain. We made it very clear
today’s science field? Well,
Connery and she
perhaps. When asked to
that we would continue to
give his opinions on this in
stand on his little piggies
were a Russian
teresting problem, Profes
until he admitted that not
submarine
sor Robert Breadhaver de
only is there a point to our
carrying a nuclear
existence, but that when we
manded we stop stepping on
die we are going to go to a
his toe this instant, or he
warhead, this
beautiful place and spend
would be forced to seek
w ould make a very
eternity with large smiles
proper action. When chal
interesting film.
on our faces. He protested
lenged by us as to what this
but we were very clear that
action would be, he replied,
we
were the ones in con
“W ouldn’t you like to
---------------- ^
trol of the situation and had
know?”
So we could only guess from this ob no intention of relenting until our demands
scure statement that the academic and sci were met. He soon began to cry, which only
entific world has taken a new and ambigu caused us to stand on his other foot and do
ous stand on who they are and what they a sort of shuffle in an attempt to twist the
are doing. Upon realizing this, we sought toes around. The intense degree of pain
to find out why this position has been taken soon made it easy for him to give in to our
up, and what it will mean to the rest of the dem ands and adm it his feelings that
Kierkegaard was just a stuffy old man who
world.
Not knowing quite how to start, we be was bent out of shape because he’d lost his
gan by jumping up and down on trampo fiancee.
Enjoyable as all of this was, we were
lines and giggling wildly. Though this pro
vided several research days of fun, it essen still no closer to our answer as to what lay
tially got us nowhere scientifically. So we behind this peculiar scientific switchover to
next moved on to examining some recent ambiguity instead of hard scientific facts.
publishings by scientists and academics who So we continued to interview scientists and
seemed to have taken to this new school of academics about this problem, and they
non-specifics. Upon doing this we found a were all rather ambiguous in their answers,
paper written by physicist Jacob which we could only assume was in keep
Shoesencoat regarding the ongoing search ing with their newfound beliefs. As you can
for the hypothesized tenth planet, otherwise imagine, this is extremely frustrating to
known as “Planet X” . The following is an someone who is trying to do a study. We
found ourselves com ing home every
excerpt from the paper:
evening rather agitated and unable to fall
"It might be there, it might not. Per asleep. It seemed we had no way of releas
haps some day we ’ll find it. Why are you in ing our tensions. So we decided that every
such a rush ? It's not like you ’re ever going night after a tough day of getting nowhere
with scien tists, we would go to the
to go there. ”
philosopher’s house and stamp on his toes
To say that this was an excerpt from Dr. until we got him to dismiss a heavily re
Shoesencoat’s paper would be inaccurate. garded philosophical belief. We are cur
This was, in fact, the entire paper. Upon rently in the process of dismantling logical
further reading we discovered that ¿11 the positivism, and having the time of our lives
doing it.
In the meantime, we are drawing closer
and closer to the answers to this new strain
of ambiguity in today’s sciences. Or are
we? I suppose that after doing all this re
search we’ve gotten somewhere, right?
Well, if you think so, then I guess that it
must be. Of course, you could be com
pletely mistaken. But you’re an intelligent
person, you can make logical deductions,
correct?. Sure you can. So you must be
right? Mustn’t you?
Ooh woo woo woo...huh!

wouldn’t make out with me afterwards.”
“We were all about something different,”
said Liesel Hoffenflokker, Kappa Rho’s
president, “That’s why our dance was to Sir
The university celebrated Homecoming Mix-a-lot’s ‘Baby Got Back.’ Plus, we all
weekend with fanfare and celebration. The liked the idea of a huge butt rolling down
theme this year was, “Just Don’t Make Us Valleygirl Road and parking in front of the
Look Bad Or We’ll Take Away Your Char president’s house.”
ter And Have You All Arrested,” and once
Pi Iota Sigma fraternity, acting alone this
again, for one weekend a year, the campus year, presented their take on “Caligula,” the
showed signs of life.
depraved Roman emperor known most for
The winners this
his orgies. The
year were Pi Lambda
brothers
dressed
4
Krappa fraternity and
in togas - nothing
Omicron Sigma Rho
else - and flashed
sorority, whose “Planet
their goods for all
of The Apes” theme
to see. The Na
blew away the crowd.
tional Guard imThe dancers were clad
mediately
in gorilla suits and the
swarmed
the
float resem bled the
group, beat them
down, then tear
Statue Of L ib erty ’s
gassed them as
head and torch-bearing
cheers rained
hand. They danced
from the crowd.
along to “R ocket
“My storm
Man”, Handel’s “Wa
troopers have
ter Music”, and Barry
done their job
Manilow’s “Mandy,”
but somehow, it all
w ell,”
com 
mented the presi
flowed together. The
dent.
Om icrons got the
The brothers o f Pi Lambda Krappa take
“The G iant
crowd in the perfor
tim e out to pose fo r a photo.
Bud C an” was
mance by chanting,
the theme of Eta
whooping,
and
Pi sorority and
hollering and were
showered with bananas at the completion Phi Upsilon fraternity. The brothers donned
of their peformance. “I think it was the 30 large, cardboard beer bottle costumes and
seconds of silence where we all started played along in a mock “Bud Bowl” con
grooming each other, looking for grubs,” test while the sisters dressed as Budweiser
said Eileen Dover, “The crowd just wasn’t girls. Pledges for both groups dressed as
expecting that.”
Clydesdale horses and pulled the float, a 50“I’m impressed that we got everything foot beer can, using yokes and pulleys.
together, what with all the administrative red “Thing is, our flatbed guy screwed us after
tape. First, they made up all these rules we we had built the float. Then I thought, wait,
had to follow, then they didn’t tell us about that’s why we have pledges,” said Phi presi
the rules, and then they made fun of my dent Dieter Sprockets.
Eta Pi’s Homecoming chair, Ditzi Wiltin,
mom and tried to pick up my sister. Still,
by now I’m used to it,” said Nomar offered, “I’m a Bud girl! I like beer!”
Mu Mu sorority and Epsilon Tau
Catheseigh, Pi Lambda president.
The next group to perform was the com fraternity’s theme was “Adult Entertain
bination of Tappa Kegga fraternity and Tau ment,” and they chose techno music for their
Alpha Tau sorority. Their theme was, soundtrack. For the sake of decency, this is
“Don’t Eat The Yellow Snow,” and their all that can be revealed until the proper au
float resembled a fire hydrant next to a large thorities release more information.
snow bank with an tan-colored blotch. “Put
Continued on Page 17
ting it together was actually very easy. All
we needed was about a ton of papier-mache
and some chicken wire. We had the pledges
do it for us while we got bombed and hooked
up,” said Tau Alpha Tau Homecoming chair,
Candie Koating.
The costumes were split as half were
dressed as children and half were dressed
as dogs. The music was, of course, from
Frank Zappa’s album of the same name. The
choreographic display included dancers lift
ing legs, throwing styrofoam “snowballs,”
and, in an impressive display of flexibility,
licking themselves. “I didn’t know that was
part of the dance until everyone started clap
ping,” said one brother.
“A Salute to the Wedgie” was the theme
of Kappa Rho Kappa sorority and Delta Mu
Beta fraternity. Their float was a rear-view
of a large buttocks with tighty-whities
crammed as far as Fruit-of-the-Looms will
go. “To be honest, I hated our costumes,”
said Delta Dance chair, Linwood Furrzy,
“Those girls made me dress like that Urkel
CHRIS FINEGAN/ H O W THE HELL D O Y O U WORK THIS
guy, and then they pulled my boxers over
They’re
not
vagrants,
just
Greeks:
Brothers
o f Lambda Sigma Rho practice their
my head. My parents have the whole thing
videotaped. The w orst thing is they tribute to 8 a.m. classes.
Greek and proud o f it

•MUt-

Dr. Gerard Blahdeeblah
Expert on Expertise at The College o f
People Who are Experts,
Located in Expert, Virginia

THINCt

Editor's note: M y backyard is fu ll o f lawn
ornaments. People often ask why we keep
them in the back as opposed to the front. I
tell 'em it ’s because this way, we can charge
admission to visit our petting zoo. Zoos are
fun. Don '¡feed the animals. But fe e d me.
Damn, I ’m hungry.
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C O N T IN U E D FROM PAGE 16
“The Invention of Gunpowder,” the
theme presented by Beta Lambda Omicron
sorority and Alpha Sigma Eta fraternity,
gave the crowd a thrill when their flatbed
blew up. Firefighters rushed to put out the
blaze, but the dancers just kept going. “I
thought that’s whpt was supposed to hap
pen. Nobody tells me these things,” com
mented one sister.
The dancers, clad in flame-retardant
pajamas, escaped without injury as “Disco
Inferno” blared over the speakers.
Lambda Sigma Rho fraternity and Chi
Mu Epsilon sorority presented the narco
leptic “Tribute to 8 a.m. Classes.” Their
float consisted of a flatbed truck adorned
with various snoozing brothers and sisters.
Carrie Rumbaflex, Chi Mu’s Dance chair
said of their theme, “I thought we were do
ing, ‘The History of Flight.’ That’s what
we started out with. How long did I
sleep?”
As it turned out, the group stayed up
way too late working on their float and
their dance that they all fell asleep during
the parade.
The final presentation was “Let’s All
Pretend We’ll Graduate.” The brothers of
Sigma Upsilon Kappa and the sisters of

Kappa Omega Kappa wheeled out a 20foot diploma and cap surrounded by a large
red circle with a line passing through it.
The dancers were clad in gray wigs, ortho
pedic shoes, girdles, and walkers and strut
ted their stuff to such songs as Rod
Stewart’s “Forever Young”, The Who’s
“My Generation,” and the Supremes’ clas
sic, “You Keep Me Hangin’ On.”
“I’ve been in school for six years. This
is my sixth Homecoming. To hell with it,
I want out,” said Sigma brother Randy
Ringworm.
“I’m not even wearing a wig or make
up. I really am 80 years old. DamnGERs,”
commented Kappa president Gail Shrivel.
Awards were handed out at the Home
coming game later that night, but all in at
tendance were unable to receive their
awards. “There was a football game?
When? Was I there? I forget,” said Luther
Weasels.
All in all, it was a spectacle to behold.
The university let its hair down, students
and alumni had fun and actually stayed on
campus this weekend, and the following
Monday morning, everyone returned to the
Gulag march.
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66 Mississippi
mound
60 Help
61 Actress
Rivera
62 Got up
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monarch
66 Gar

a Drinks like
■ Dalmatian
10 Currant unit
13 Bagel or
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17 State
11 Build
M H e lg iv e
you a
squeeze
21 Singer
Adams
22 Egyptian
manipula
tor?
24 Germ an
rock group?
26 Thames
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100 Good luck
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106 Film aha?
107 Worn-out
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• 7 Fine
6 0 A bit of
Bach
71 Bandleader 116 Whitney or
Shaw
M kitz
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117 On one's _
Shankar
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7 3 Prep
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sounds
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The Horoscope Never Lies
[$ R J _ (5cp. 2i to Oct. 22): B ttjc troth, bût be
prepared to back it ûp. Nobodg was believes that goO are
datiog Rjckg % tip . This requires inxoediate actioi). Go
to tps shout tackle I p , aod eût off tps hain present his
hair to all ¡M r skeptics.
3(D R£10 (Oct. 2 3 to ft>V. 21): Too are disepchapted
With the horoscopes goO haVc received, so gofl ton) to
fortûpe cookies, 'f ti collect 5 6 good opes apd 4 4 bad
opes, apd this rcassûres gofl. Thep, goû get the mother
of all stomach aches. fl(t least we wop’t make goo sick.
5 A G IT T ?® iU 5
2 2 toJ)ec. 22): B map op the
Qûaker Oats box comes to ¡too ip a dream apd begs ¿oo
to spread his word. % word is, “f j t rpg oatmeal. (¡>ro
flakes Sûck.” B eVergope goO kpoW of goOr reVelatiop.
Then’ll sedate goO apd pflt gofl ip a straightjacket.

T W S (Jfp 1 2 0 to f ^ g 20): ^orpetirpes, goO prefer
to be alone. This is indicative of goflr patOre. That’s pot
3 bad thipg, bot jflst dop’t rpoVe to a cabip ip the Woods,
forget to shflVe apd bathe, and talk to the trees. That
might be goipg a bit too fan.

C A fR lQ R N (Pec. 2 3 to Jap. 20): J)id ¡toû cVer
wopder if God reaHg exists? Toil’d better start! lite r
this Week, gofl Will get rûp oVer bg a large groûp of
iparathop rûppers. Setter to be safe thap sorrg...

Gf.Ml.Nl (Mgg 21 to Jop. 21): Too will chaooel the spirit
of 7(dan) Vest this week. He Will get ipto goOr Veips
While goO are trgipg to appear stfldioOs ip class and will
break goOr copceptratiop. Re will make goO do the SatOsi.
He’s stObborp like that sometimes.

lap. 21 to Feb. 19): 'lob relieve stress bg
meeting goflr deadlipes and erdshipg goflr eperpies. jftorop
stoipp stomp. Well dope! B a t goflrself to rpagic,
Weight-loss-gOrapteed Gerrpap cOisipe. ToO Will be surprised
with roses later this Week. ft>, ¡too will. I’m pot kiddipg!

C ^ C f f U J b p . 2 2 to Jol. 22): (¿peer becomes psgchic
this Week. Which is good, becaflse this allows gofl to see
for goflrself that gofl Vfll | develop ao extreme case of
gigantism. Toor head Will be the size of a Watermelon.
Jflst gofl Wait aod see, gofl doflbtipg Thomas!

(R k 2 0 to % . 20): (Jisces is ipfipitelg
cOriofls bg patflre. This Week, gofl attempt to find oOt if
baseballs reallg do haVe a chocolate^ creanjj) fillipg as
eVergope gofl kpoW keeps tellipg gofl. Se carefol, thoOgh,
becaflse that skip is todgh. Setter take a SlIIHG bite.

H O (Jfll. 2 3 to /log. 22): fa sets socked ipto a dirtg
fishbowlthis Week. Ip the trfle spirit of rapid eVolfltiop,
gofl grow gills apd spepd the rest of goflr life Opder the
sea. 'lob dance apd sing like the characters ip “The little
Meripaid,” apd plag op Itao ie’s deck. I’m flgipg, Jack!

A R O ( % 21 to Aj>c !9): Tod are ipspired this Week
bg the majestic appearapcc of a rare bald eagle. It
perches atop thejJtGdcpt (jpter for oplg a flectipg ipoipept,
thep flies awag 'lob leave amazed, opawarc that the cag)c
will get socked ipto the epgipe of a 737

;

VIR50 (/log. 2 3 to jk p . 21): Tobr doties rise to the
forefropt this Week, and the best thipg to do is be diligent.
Take pride ip goflr work. Too mag be a lazg, shiftless
Vagrapt, bot be the best damn wioo goo cap be.

«:b ; : ü•

MECHANICS’
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Before
After

P rozac™ :
It W ork s W o n d ers
Prozac™ is endorsed by the Hrmrmir™ Section. Anything to m ate you less grumpy. I always say

_
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N M K J H I O F A S A V W E C
B Z Y X V U F

S T C T H R Q P

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and
diagonally.
Calipers
Chisel
Clam p
File

Gauge
Hacksaw
Pliers
Punch

Screwdriver
Sockets
Spanner

Tap

VISE-GRIP
W ire b r u s h
W re n c h
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C lassifieds
Use free time to earn extra cash.
Great part-time opportunity to earn
extra money and try new financial
services career. Work around your
schedule— you set your own hours
and compensation. We provide
training. For more information, contact
Julie @(973)477-6218 or e-mail @
ThuyNg@aol.com._________________

Baby-sitter. Looking for someone with
an interest in pre-schoolers to care for
our child. Day and evening work. 2-4
hours per week. References required.
Nutley. (973)284-1031._____________
Childcare for two-year-old. Monday
through Thursdays, English speaking,
car and references required, $7/hr.
Glenn Ridge. Call (973)748-1693.

Market Assessment Analyst, Little
falls, Healthcare Consulting Firm. FT/
$30K, PT hours/salary negotiable.
College graduate with 1-year
experience, MBA preferred. Call
(973)890-1881 for details or fax
resume to (973)890-0101.__________

Piano instructors needed. If you
would like to work with children and
have a musical background, this could
be the job for you. Seeking creative,
organized people. Light travel
required. Call (973)667-1640.________

4 year old boy seeks sitter for
occasional weekday afternoons (after
1 P.M.) and 1 or 2 Saturday nights per
month. Montclair vicinity, good pay,
nice environment. Please call
(973)233-0694.____________________

HELP- Spanish major wanted to help
highschool junior pass Spanish II.
Approximately 2 hours per week.
Walking distance of MSU. Call Susan
@ (973)783-3026._________________

Homework tutor for 4th grade girl
needed. 1 hour Monday through
Friday. $10 per hour. 1 block from
MSU. Call/leave a message @
(973)783-9842_____________ '

Graduate students: Get paid for
hands-on experience! Substitute
teachers needed. Please fax your
resume to The Montclair Cooperative
School, (progressive, private, Nursery
through 6th grade): (973)783-1316-

Models. Women 18 and older for
outdoor test shoot. Tasteful nudity.
Will receive pictures as payment for
modeling. No experience necessary.
(973)365-4054.__________________

Montclair: Caregiver wanted for two
boys, ages 4 and 7, M-Th 2:15-6:30
P.M.. Pick up boys from school/bus
stop. Excellent salary. Must have own
car. Please call Peggy @ (973)8775810 weekdays or (973)746-3537
evenings/weekends.
_____________

• H elp W anted •
Busy Montclair Law Office seeking
part time help to assist at answering
telephones, photocopying, filing, local
errand running and other exciting
tasks. Please call Tony @ (973)7837607.

Sales Associates for new nutrition
kiosk at Willowbrook Mall.
Responsible, well-spoken, friendly. Do
you like helping people? (201)5561598.
Toy demonstrator for new sports toy
this X-mas at Willowbrook Mall. Are
you good with kids? (201)556-1598.

F A R N U P T O $100Q
♦This Semester*
By P o s tin g Y o u r
L e c tu re N o te s O n lin e

Register on-line now:
@ www.Studv24-7.com
(888) 728-7247
FREE CLASS NOTES!

Did you ever want to be a model?
Give it a try! Portfolios starting at $50.
for more information contact studio 95
at (973)942-5910 or e-mail
Jeannie02@studio95.com.

• C hild C are W anted •
Baby-sitter for 14-month-old needed.
Monday to Wednesday, 4:00 to 6:00
guaranteed. Salary negotiable,
available immediately. 10 minutes
from MSU. (212)998-7472 (10:00 to
4:00) OR (973)746-4879 (after/
weekends). __________________

Area family seeks responsible, part
time child caregiver. After school and
early evening hours mostly on 3
consecutive days. 15-20 hrs. max.
Must drive and provide references.
Call (973)744-7344.________________
Baby-sitter needed for Saturday
nights for 2 children ages 10 and 7.
Available on a regular basis. Need to
have own transportation and local refs.
Please call (973)744-7341.__________
Afternoon baby-sitting for 2 girls,
ages 5 and 7. Nonsmoker with DL and
car. References required. Tuesdays &
Thursdays from 3-7 + occasional

Child care wanted: 10 hours/wk.,
flexible, for care of 4-year-old girl in
Montclair home. Must be energetic,
love kids, and have a good sense of
humor. Call (973)746-4699._______

Seeking responsible reliable care
giver for 2 children. 19 months and 4years-old, in our Verona home.
Reliable car and references required.
Full Time. Call (973)857-7202.

• S ervices •
After school child care occasional
evenings for 2 children; 9 and 7. Help
with homework & drive to activities.
Caring positive approach. References
necessary. Call Janet @ (973)6550138.
Browse icpt.com for Spring Break
“2000” All destinations offered. Trip
participants, student orgs., and
campus sales reps, wanted. Fabulous
parties, hotels and prices. For
reservations or rep registration call
inter campus 800-327-6Ô13. _______

SPRING BREAK 2000|
Free Trips, Free D rinks. E ire Meals
Jamaica, Cancún, Florida, Barbados, Bahamas
Book now for Free Meals & 2 Free Trips
Book by December 17th for Lowest Rates

1-800-426-7710

w w w .sunsplashtours.com

Spring Break 2000 with STS Join
America’s #1 student tour operator to
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas. Cruises
and Florida. Now Hiring on-campus
reps. Call 1-800-648-4849 or visit us
on-line @ www.ststravel.com.

North Jersey Center for
Reproductive
Endocrinology and
Fertility

S T U D Y 24-7.com
Pick up toothbrush
U nscrew cap

Wednesdays. Call (973)655-9347
Friday or weekend only.____________

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!

Hold toothbrush
Squeeze tube

The North Jersey Center for Reproductive Endocrinology
and Fertility Center is Seeking Egg Donors for all Ethnic
Backgrounds, Between the Ages of 2 1-32.
As an Egg Donor, You Can M ake a Difference and Make
One Couple Receive a G ift of Life - A Child That They
Dreamed of Having.
It takes you—
and programs that work.
Call 1-800-WE PREVENT and we ll
send you a free booklet on how
you and your community can keep
kids away from crim e and crime
away from kids.

Residents of New Jersey Only, Each Candidate Needs to
Send a Picture With Their Name on it, Address and Day
Time Phone Number.
After the Donor Has Completed An Egg Donor They Will

TAKE A

For only $10 you can reach out to the 13,000
students of Montclair State University. Call The
Montclarion advertising deptartment at 653-5237.

Be Compensated 5.000.00 $$$.

I 0 3 5 ROU T E 4 6 EAST
C L I F T O N , NJ 0 7 0 1 3
Telephone 2 0 1 - 4 7 0 - 0 3 0 3
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Wednesday, October 27
at Yogi Berra Stadium
• Tickets go on sale starting at
10:30 am Friday October 15 at
Memorial Auditorium Box Office
• Limit 2 tickets ner student IB
$21 per ticket- Cash Only!

• Only a limited number of
tickets will be sold here!
• Bemainder of tickets will
go on sale Monday IB, 1000
through Telecharge.
• This is a rain or shine event.
No refunds will be given!

<B im OVER TO THE VILLAGE
H o u rs o t C o n tin u o u s H ue M u s ic
f e a t u r i n '! M P3 COM s H o tte s t B a n d s
C o m e S ee t l i c l a t e s t G e a r a n il
G a t h i i m s a t th e T e c h n o lo g y H u ll
C r u is e On O ve r to D e s tin a tio n H lo r a n
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|

[

A d r e n a lin e P u m n in ii S n o rts E x p e rie n c e

J

R a ve a t S u n d o w n F c a lu r m y H ie
B iu u e s t N a m e s in E le c tr o n ic M u s ic
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D ro p liy D ie M P 3 c o m T c itl to S ig n
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M SU Intramural Football
Fall 1999 Flag Football Standings
(Through Games Played 10/12/99)
Eastern Conference
Last Week’s Results

x33rd
xBayonne’s Finest
xDelta Chi
xBlanton Bearcats
Timberwolves

Record

Points

6-0
4-1
4-2
4-3
1-5

+96
+61
+18
+10
-115

Percentage
»
1.000
.800
.667
.571
.167

Sportmanship
Rating

/

3.00
3.33
2.67
3.29
4.00

Western Conference
xONN
xBohners
Pike
Braves
Theta Xi

Record

Points

Percentage

Rating

5-1
4-2
1-4
1-6
0-6

+110
+60
-32
-110
-98

.833
.667
.200
.143
.000

4.00
3.83
.200
3.00
4.00

-

'
Thursday, Oct. 7
Theta Xi 0, Delta Chi 20
ONN 32, Timberwolves 0
Monday, Oct. 11
ONN 0, Bayonne’s Finest 1
Timberwolves over Braves
Tuesday, Oct. 12
Pike 6, Bohners21
Bearcats 18, Theta Xi 6

For More Information On
Intramural Sports, Contact
Campus Recreation and
Intramural Sports at X7494 or
X7443

c = QUALIFIED FO R PLAYOFFS IF SPORTM ANSHIP RATING IS 2.75 O R BETTER.
. All games are played under the lights at the all-purpose field at the track by the Field House.

w e d s d a n c e w i t h d j p a u /ie lo r e m a n o -4
►
— t f ì u r s : $ i d r a f t s , $ a v o d o o s a n d m u d s lid e s
0 — fri-, a lt e r n a t iv e m u s ic w i t h d j ¡n e y g. —t
0 — s a t. d e e p H o u s e u n tfi d j ¡im m g
0 — sun.- d a n c e u jit f t d j ¡a s o n p e a r c e —0
la m e s
ntlem en

la d ie s n e v e r a c o v e r / $e s tio t

e c ia ls e v e rg nig

the deuil s lounge! located at 240 dayton aue, botony milage
info: 973-772-7020 imuiu.duuel.homepage.ciom ]
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TES KEAN UNIVERSITY, 63-7

BOB DOUGLASS/ MONTCLARION

Kean U niversity^
By Jason Lampa
Sports Editor

There w asn’t much excitem ent in
MSU’s 63-7 trouncing of lowly Kean Uni
versity.
The Red Hawks were led by senior
tailback Ron Lewis’ 178 yards on the ground
and sophomore quarterback Ed Collins, who
connected on six of six passing attempts for
115 yards and three touchdowns in front of
a homecoming crowd of over 4,700 on Sat
urday night at MSU’s Sprague Field. The
win improved the Red Hawks record to 3-0
on the season.
With a little over a minute into the game,
the Red Hawks got on the board when
Collins took his first snap from scrimmage
and tossed a 27-yard touchdown pass to jun
ior receiver Rashon Moore. This would be

the first of five touchdowns in the first quar
ter, setting an MSU record with 35 points in
a quarter.
The second score of the day came with
9:24 left in the first quarter when Lewis
plunged in from the two-yard line, making
the score 14-0. Four minutes later, Collins
and Moore hooked-up again, this time com
ing on a 16-yard toss.
With the score 21-0, things only got
worse for Kean and their quarterback, Dan
Novak when MSU’s junior defensive back
Vic Mesce intercepted Novak’s pass at the
Kean 42-yard line.
Two plays later, Lewis ran for his sec
ond touchdown of the night, a 34 yard romp
in which he was virtually untouched.
The final score of the quarter came when
Novak pulled off the worst play ever wit
nessed, placing the ball into the hands of
MSU sophom ore linebacker C arlos

Bolonos, who returned the intercepted pass
30 yards to pay dirt.
The Red Hawks scored 21 points in the
second quarter, the first of which, came on
Collins third touchdown pass of the evening,
when he hit senior tight end Dan Rella on a
15 yard strike.
The Red Hawks’ next score came by way
of the legs of Lewis who dashed 76 yards
for his final touchdown of the night making
the score 49-0.
With the half winding down, sophomore
quarterback Jason DeVirgilio hit Mike Or
lando on a 37-yard TD score.
Kean held MSU to only one score in the
second half, when backup quarterback Bod
Apgar connected with Orlando for a 27 yard
touchdown.
Kean’s only score on the night came
when Novak snuck in from the one-yard
line, making the final score 63-7.
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Ely Polanco, Womens Volleyball Outside Hitter
" - ■ -V

M

By Pius Essandoh III

.

She and her teammates are close and tend
to do things together off the court. This is
what makes her what she is. The “me first”
Ely Polanco is volleyball for MSU. She attitude is not in her vocabulary. This
has been playing the
humble attitude helped
sport since high school — —— —■ ^
———
her to adjust to college
and has continued to
volleyball.
make major strides in the
“I wish I could
“Play the sport
sport. Her sister fueled
get better and this year I
and love it. If you
her passion for volley
look back to my fresh
love the sport you
ball and since then, the
man year and see the
passion has grown stron
mistakes
that I used to
will not regret
ger.
make,” said Polanco.
it...Keep sports ihReturning for her
She has m atured
its perspective.
third year, Polanco is
and improved her skills
over the past four years.
now one of the older
players on the team, and
Still, Polanco
Ely Polanco
she will lead by example.
does not believe she is at
This y e a r’s team has
full potential and only
more new players than
rates her self as a seven.
old so the chem istry
“Play the sport
might not be there yet, but it will come even and love it. If you love the sport you will
tually.
not regret it, and have fun because then it
“This year’s team is different in that we will become a job. Keep sports in it’s per
have a lot of new players, so we have to spective,” said Polanco. That, she has done
encourage them, but this team is not worse well.
or not better then last year’s,” said Polanco.
The native of Passaic is an athlete
whose play on the court is the same as it is
off the court. The only difference is she is
more intense on the court than she is when
performing day-to-day activities.
“Our team is very confident and it
comes out in the team because my team
mates have the same confidence as me and
we just enjoy ourselves on the court,” said
Polanco.
“75 to 80 percent of volleyball is men
tal but you need to be in physical shape to
play, and that is what me and my teammates
posses,” said Polanco.
Polanco is a teamplayer because she
is always thinking about her teammates first.

’S'tfef '

./■»». • ■

Staff Writer
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AT TIAA-CREF,
LOW EXPENSES ARE
A HIGH PRIORITY.

A

ll financial companies charge
operating fees and expenses -

some more than others. O f course, the

>1

A focu s on your fu tu re

lower the expenses you pay, the better.

O f course, expenses are only one factor

That way, more o f your m oney goes

to consider when you make an invest

where it should - toward building a

m ent decision. M orningstar also noted

comfortable future.

our com m itm ent to “consum er education,

A s the largest retirement system in
the w orld,1 w e have among the low est
expenses in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.

service” and “solid investm ent perfor
m ance.” B ecause that can make a differ
ence in the long run, too.

O

In fact, T IA A -C R E F ’s 0.35% average

Before Kenny could restore old

financial services industry.

At TIAA-CREF, w e believe people
w ould like to spend more in retirement,

fund expenses are a fraction of the

not on their retirement company. Today,

expense charges o f comparable funds.3

over tw o m illion people count on that

It’s one reason w h y M orningstar says,

approach to help them build financial

“T IA A -C R E F sets the standard in the

security. So can you.

MOVIES
KENNY.

for o liv«**3 , som eone hod to help restore

To find o ut more - give us
a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it*

( rcdlintj solutions,
elidi If/it it/ hi t s.

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

^ Based on $250 billion in assets under management. ^ Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis, ¡999: and Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipper-Directors Analytical Data ¡999
(quarterly). ^Morningstar Variable AnnuitksAjfe, 6/30/1999. Of the 6,332 variable annuities tracked by Morningstar, the average fund had total fees combining annual expenses of 0 84%
plus an insurance expense of 1.26%. TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. TIAA-CREF
Individual and Institutional Services distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call
1 800 842-2776, extension 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money.
8/99
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T h is w eek ’s

RED HAWK ACTION
Women’s Volleyball vs USMMA, 7 p.m.

♦Football @ William Paterson, 2 p.m.
♦Men’s Soccer @ TCNJ, 7:30 p.m.
Field Hockey @ Muhlenberg, 6 p.m.
Women’s Swimming vs Navy, 12 noon
Women’s '1.
4p.m2g6p.rn.’'

thursday

14

Saturday

16

Women's Soccer vs. Drew University,

i

@ Rutgers-Newark,

«
F ie ld H o c k e y vs 5UIN Y N e w r a lt z , 7

p.m.

♦Women’s Soccer vs New Jersey City
University, 8 p.m.

* - N JA C m atch

Wednesday

20

B O L D - H om e game

For more information, call the R ed H aw k Sports Line: 6 5 5 - 7645

Angel Torres, Cross-Country Runner
Striving To Be The Best Through H a rd W ork a n d D edication
By Shalavar Riley
Staff Writer

ot many colleges have a cross
country team to call their own,
MSU does). Not many colleges
have athletes talented enough to get national
recognition from the NCAA, (MSU does).
Not many colleges have highly motivated
men and women willing to give 100 per
cent to represent their schools (again, MSU
does). And only one college has an indi
vidual like Angel Torres (guess which one).

N

Angel Torres hails from the rugged
streets of Dover, NJ. His spectacular track
career began while he was in junior high
school.
‘T he fastest kid in school came up to
me in gym class after seeing me run one
day,” Torres recalls, “He asked me if I
wanted to join the track team and I told him
I had no problem with that....I’ve been lov
ing it ever since!”
Dover High School loves him for all the
recognition he brought to the school be
tween 1992-96. During his high school ca

reer, Torres received a lot of awards for his Athletic Conference and was only seconds
away
from
performance, in
qualifying for
cluding
Allthe
NCAA
A rea,
AllChampionships
County, and even
“My goal is to be the best
during
the
A ll-A m e ric a n
spring
season
in
recognition.
this year...not everybody
the
5000m
He eventu
can achieve that, but they
ally took all of
event.
can at least try their
I t ’s
his achievements
now
a
new
sea
to Essex County
hardest.
son, and accord
College for a
ing to Angel,
year, but a devas
Angel
Torres
“My goal is to
tating hamsiring
be the best this
injury prevented
year...not every
him from partici
body
can
pating fully on
-------------------achieve that, but
their track squad.
they can at least
He spent one
year in rehabilitation at ECC before he de try their hardest.” It is apparent that this
cided to transfer to the mecca of sports, astounding senior has been working his
MSU, in 1997.
hardest on and off the field in 1999.
“ Angel is definitely the most dedicated
He is currently holding down two jobs
runner we have on our team now...He’s our in order to pay for his MSU education. He
number one guy,” said head track coach is in his final year of earning his degrees in
Bennie Benson.
physical education and anthropology. And,
Coach Benson’s number one guy/cap- of course, he is working hard to put the MSU
tain/seasonal ironman has already proven track team on the map.
himself to be the real deal during the 98-99
He has already placed high in the three
season because he received the All-Area meets his eight-man cross-country team has
award for outstanding performances in competed in (NYU, Wagner, and Yasser In
cross-country, indoor, and outdoor track.
vitational), and with three meets to go,
As a junior in 1998, Torres was ranked there’s no telling what this Red Hawk will
third in three different categories by the NJ do next.
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Take one: cup

Every time a company makes a product, they also make pollution. Every time you
make a purchase, you could reduce some of that pollution. ’Cause when you buy
durable and reusable products to use at home, there’s less to throw away. And
less to replace. For a free shopping guide, please call 1 8CX3 CALL-EDF.
BUY

SMART.

EDF

WASTE

LESS.

SAVE

MORE.
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M SU Mens Soccer Stomps
Over John Jay College, 7-0
Playoff Hopes Are Kept Alive W ith Blowout Win
By Mike Sanchez
Staff Writer

ed by Louis Cifuentes, MSU
coasted past John Jay College at
home yesterday 7-0, bringing the
almost forgotten playoffs back into the pic
ture.
MSU’s impressive offensive outbreak,
a season high, was exactly what the doctor
ordered as MSU gets ready for what Coach
Rob Chesney termed “the biggest game of
the year” against the College of New Jer
sey.
The first goal came at 33:37 in the fist
half as Cifuentes, who scored his first goal

L

of the season, which eventually turned into
the game winner and a hat trick, kicked the
ball in the left comer of the net.
A happy Cifuentes, who was subbed in
for Pat Naughter, said it helped pick
up the team. “It was important to
get an early goal,” said Chesney.
It helped get a struggling MSU
offense going that had been shut out
in their last two games. In the open
ing minutes it seemed as if they
were headed for another low scor
ing game, but George Mendoza awoke his
team and finally got it together. His frus
tration was heard loud and clear from the
sidelines.
The opportunities began showing as

shots by Atiba Yusuf and Doug Rockhill hit
the goal post.
Cifuentes then scored off a penalty kick
after he was pulled down by a defender in
the box.
MSU continued the pressure,
as both defensive and offensive
positions kept John Jay College
from getting into an offensive
groove, and with 20 seconds left,
Frank Lepore, who hustled the
whole game, scored, making it 30 at the half.
Chesney was happy the offense scored
because it let him make substitutions in the
second half, where the game was put away
after Mendoza scored off a free kick with

Em
Soccer

28 minutes left.
The goal was spectacular as he kicked
the ball around the wall of defenders and
caught the corner of the right side of the net.
Cifuentes followed it two minutes later
with his final goal assisted by Yusuf.
Two more goals were added. With less
than six minutes to play, Jose Alvarado
scored with an assist by Rod Grasso. The
night was topped off when freshman Frank
McAllister assisted another freshman Max
Goldfeld.
But the fun is over and MSU faces a
tough challenge in an away game at the Col
lege of New Jersey on Saturday night,
which, in the coach’s own words, is “...THE
BIGGEST GAME OF THE YEAR!”
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M ontclair State University s A tib a Yusuf (# 9 - Trinidad) hustles in hopes o f scoring.

